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Commercial and Technical Library Service
in Great Britain
Agnes 0.Hanson

Handling Company Archives and Historical Materials
SLA Insurance Division Symposium

Handling Patents in a Small Technical Library

-

Lois Brock

Services Available from the Patent Office
B. E. Lanham

A DISTINGUISHED MODERN AMERICAN LIBRARY

Roanoke Public Library. Roanoke, Virginia
Director: Harold J. Sander
Architect: Frantz & Addkinson
Consultant: Wheeler & Githens

The Roanoke, Virginia Public Library is
another modern American Library
which has selected V M P bookstacks a n d
library equipment t o establish high functional and artistic standards for its interior.
Of special interest t o all library planners
is the V M P Library Planning Service. . .
with years of specialized experience in
bookstack fabrication. In the very early
stages of planning, V M P can help the
architect and owner in determining the
use and specifications for multi-tier o r
free-standing bookstacks, shelving, carrel
units, book conveyors. Also, V M P makes
MOBILWALL movable steel partitions,
steel doors and frames.
Call o n VMP for advice o n new library
construction o r modernization. Write for
complete V M P library bookstack equipment catalog, Dept. SL-1.
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Subsidiary o f C h e s a p e a k e Industries, Inc.
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New Reprints
Available March 1955:
Journal of Pharmacology
and Experimental Therapeutics
Volumes 1-20, 1909-1922

.

Cloth bound set . . . .
Single volumes, paper bound

each

$425.00
20.00

Now AvailabLe:

Pharmacological Reviews
Volumes 1-2, 1949-1950
Paper bound volumes

. . .

each $15.00

JOHNSON REPRINT CORPORATION
125 East 23 Street, New York 10, New York

New Ed ition

YEARBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
1954 1955

-

The United Nations and its specialized agencies; other UN Bodies
Inter-governmental organizations
International non-government organizations
Complete, up-to-date information including history. purpose. structure, publications. etc., of each organization. Fully indexed.

Cloth

$10.00

STECHERT. HAFNER, INC.
FOUNDED IN NEW YORK 1872

The WorM's Leading International Booksellers
31 EAST~ O T HSTREET,
NEW YORK3, N. Y.
-

-

-
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Knowledge

Technical Librarians

. . . . . . Research Workers
. . . . . . Patent Attorneys
CORRELATION INDEX
DOCUMENT SERIES AND PB REPORTS
will serve as your checklist for the identification and procurement of unclassified and declassified serial-numbered government reports.
This volume is a tabulation of the series numbers of
government reports which have been abstracted in
Volumes 1 to 17 of the BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
TECHNICAL REPORTS (New title: U. S. GOVERNMENT RESEARCH REPORTS) published by
the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Technical Services.
It shows the relationship of the series report numbers
to the Office of Technical Services PB report numbers.
There are 792 different series, arranged alphabetically
on 221 pages.

A Key to Series Abbreviations and

a Key to Issuing

Agencies are given.
1953

281 pages

$10.00

order lrom

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
31 East Tenth Street
New York 3, New York
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PUTTING KNOWLEDGE T O WORK

A New Reference Tool for Business
and Financial Libraries

SUBJECT HEADINGS
FOR

Based on the subject headings used by the outstanding financial
libraries of the American Bankers Association, Columbia University
School of Business, Federal Reserve Bank of New York and
Standard and Poor's Corporation.
Compiled by a committee of the Financial Division of Special Libraries Association under the chairmanship of Janet Bogardus,
Librarian, Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

100 pages

1954

$5.00

Order from

SPECIAL - LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
New York 3, N. Y.

31 East Tenth Street

Forthcoming Publications

BRITISH SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL BOOKS 1935-1952
This new bibliography will list the most important scientific, technical and
medical books published in the United Kingdom and Dominions between 1935
and 1952 inclusive. Some 10,000 titles are included, each recommended by an
rxpert and graded according to degree of technicality. Published for Aslib by
James Clarke & Co., Ltd.
Ready early 1955.
Approx. £3.3.0.

INDEX TO THESES ACCEPTED FOR HIGHER DEGREES IN THE
UNIVERSITIES OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND
The Index to Theses is the only guide to British thesis literature, which is
ever increasing in volume and importance. This publication is of utmost value
to libraries and all concerned with (levelopm~ntsin research at university level.
Volume 1, 1950-1951, has been reprinted, and, covering all subjects, lists
over 2,000 theses under subject headings.
Ready now.
25 s.
Volume 11, 19.51-1952, will include over 3,000 theses, covering all subjects
and arranged under subject headings.
Ready early 1955.
25 s.

Special Rate to Members.

AS

B

4 Palace Gate. London, W.8. England
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
"Putting Knowledge to Work"
THE FORTY-SIXTH ANNUAL SLA CONVENTION WILL TAKE PLACE JUNE 12-16, 1955 AT THE
HOTEL STATLER. DETROIT, MICHIGAN

OFFICERS
President
GRETCHEND. LITTLE
Atlas Powder Company, Wilmington, Delaware
First Vice-president and President-Elect
CHESTERM. LEWIS
The New York Times, New York, N. Y.
Second Vice-president
ISABELLA
M. FROST
Lansing Library Service, Oakland, California
Secretary
MARGARET
A. FIRTH
United Shoe Machinery Corporation
Beverly, Massachusetts
Treasurer
BURTONW. ADKINSON
Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.

DIRECTORS
HELENMARYPYLE
Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
MRS. NELL STEINMETZ
Pacific Aeronautical Library
Los Angeles, California
EUGENEB. JACKSON
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Washington, D. C.
CLARAG. MILLER
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
SARA
M. PRICE
The Port of New York Authority
New York, New York
ELSE L. SCHULZE
Procter & Gamble Co., Ivorydale, Ohio
Immediafe Past-President
MRS. LUCILEL. KECK
Joint Reference Library, Chicago, Illinois
OFFICIAL JOURNAL

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
SPONSORED PERIODICAL
TECHNICAL BOOK REVIEW INDEX
Subscription, $7.50 a year
($8.00 Foreign)

MEMB~RSHIPDUES SCHEDULE:Institutioml,
$30; Active, $10; Associate, $5; Student,
$2; Sustaining, $50; Life, $250.
For qualifications, privileges and further
information, write to the Executive Secretary, Special Libraries Association, 3 1 East
Tenth Street, New York 3, N. Y.

PUBLICATIONS
1949

$1.75

A Brief for Corporation Libraries. 1949

$1.75

Classification Scheme and Subject Headings List Loan Col1951
lection of SLA. Rev. Ed.

$1.50

Contributions Toward A Special
Library Glossary. 2nd Ed.
1950

$1.25

Aviation Subject Headings.

Correlation Index Document Serier
and P B Reports.
1953 $10.00
Creation and Development of an
Insurance Library. Rev. Ed.
Directory of Special Libraries.
Fakes and Forgeries in the Fine
Arts.
Map Collections in the U. S. and
Canada, A Directory.
Nicknames of American Cities,
Towns and Villages Past and
Present.
Numerical Index to the Bibliography of Scientific and Industrial Reports, Vols. 1-10.
SLA Directory of Members.
Source List of Selected Labor
Statistics. Rev. Ed.
Subject Headings for Aeronautical Engineering Libraries.
Subject Headings for Financial
Libraries
Technical Libraries, Their Organization and Management.
Visual Presentation. Our Library.

1949

$2.00

1953 $10.00
1950

$1.75

1954

$3.00

1951

$2.00

1949 $10.00
1951 $4.00
1953

$2.00

1949

$4.00

1954

$5.00

1951 $6.00
1953 $10.00

SPECIAL LIBRARIES, published monthly S e p
tember to April, bi-monthly May to August,
by Special Libraries Association, Editorial
Offices, 3 1 East Tenth Street, New York 3,
N. Y. Publication Office: Rea Building,
704 Second Avenue, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
SUBSCRIPTIONS:$7 a year; foreign $7.50;
single copies 75 cents.
MANuSCRIPTs
Submitted for publication
be typed, double space, on
one
of
the paper. Mail manuscripts t o Editor.
REPRINTSmay be ordered immediately poior
to or following publication. Send reprint
orders to Executive Secretary.

Entered as second-class matter February. 5. 1947, at the Post Office in Pittsburgh. Pa., under

the Act of March 3 1879. Acceptance for m a m g at speclal rate of postage provlded for in the
Act of February 28.' 1925, authorized February 5. 1947.
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OFFICIAL JOURNAL O F T H E SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

Indexed in Industrial Arts Index, Public Affairs lnformafion Service, and Library Literature

CONTENTS
FEATURE ARTICLES
Symposium : Company Archives
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
NANCY
AKERS
Metropolitan Life Insurance Archives . . . . .
The National Safety Council Archives . . . . RUTH PARKS
Building Company Archives .
VERNIEH. WOLFSBERG
Notes on Handling and Preserving
Company Historical Materials . . . . EMMAT. MCCALL
Handling Patents in a Small Technical Library . . . LOIS BROCK
Services Available from the Patent Office .
B. E. LANHAM
Commercial and Technical Library Service
in Great Britain . . . . . . . . . . AGNES0. HANSON
A New Library Study Carrel . . . . . . . . . SAULHERNER
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
Letter Clarifying Mrs. Keck's Presidential Report
Report of the Nominating Committee . . . . .

.
. . . . . . .

18
42

DEPARTMENTS
Have You Heard, 41; Letters to the Editor, 45
SECTION 2 (Separate) INDEX, v.45 (1954)

Editorial Board
Chairman: ALMA CLARVOE
MITCHILL
MRS.MARIES. GOFF
E x Officio: LUCILLE
JACKSON

RUTH SAVORD

Editorial Staff
Editor: DORARICHMAN
Business Manager: MARIANE. LUCIUS

Regional Representatives

MIDDLE WEST: MARIONE. WELLS
SOUTH : MARTHA
MARSHALL

WEST: ALBERTP. BRADLEY
CANADA: GRACEREYNOLDS
~

--

Papers published in SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
express the views of the authors, and do not represent
the opinion or the policy of the editorial staff or the publisher. Contents, copyright, 1955,
by Special Libraries Association, 31 East 10th Street, New York 3, New York.

Important New Books for Special Libraries

SELECTING A N D DEVELOPING
FIRST-LINE SUPERVISORS
B y GEORGE
D. HALSEY
Author of "Handbook of Personnel Management," etc.
The first comprehensive manual of methods and techniques in the increasingly
important field of first-line supervision and development. Based on the best
current practices in a variety of large firms, this book will be an invaluable
guide for plant and division managers, supervisory development committees,
and personnel and training directors. "I don't know when I've read a better book
on any phase of personnel work." - J. J. MORROW,
Director of Personnel Rela$3.50
tions, Pitney-Bowes, Inc.

AMERICA'S RESOURCES
OF SPECIALIZED TALENT
A Current Appraisal and a Look Ahead

Here for the first time is an authoritative body of information as to this
country's resources of talented and trained personnel in the fields of the sciences,
engineering, business, commerce and other professions. Businessmen, especially
personnel executives, and vocational counselors will find invaluable this projection
of specialist needs and the possibility of their fulfillment -as set forth from the
Report of the Commission on Human Resources and Advanced Training. "Will
undoubtedly become a standard reference in its field." -New York Times. $4.00

III
11 1

ADVERTISING IN MODERN RETAILING
B y CARRIEMILLS ROWLAND,
Advertising Consultant
"Valuable to anyone in the advertising or retailing field!'STANLEYMARCUS,
President, Neiman-Marcus. The first modern guide to the actual practice of
advertising in the retail store today. Describes how advertising is planned,
budgeted, designed and placed through the different levels of the store management and in coordination with the various merchandise divisions of the store.
Especially useful to the small or medium-size store outside metropolitan areaa.
$4.50

AT YOUR BOOKSTORE OR FROM

Department 32

HARPER & BROTHERS 49L33rdSt.,New Y ork 16, N 3 .
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SYMPOSIUM:
COMPANY ARCHIVES
A symposium on Handling Company Archives and Company Historical Material
was sponsored by the SLA Insurance Division, May 19, 1954, at the Forty-fifth
Annual Convention of Special Libraries Association in Cincinnati, Ohio.

ROWENAPHILLIPS,librarian of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company,
Toronto, Canada, served as moderator. The papers included:

. . . . . . NANCYAKERS
. . . . . . RUTH PARKS
The National Safety Council Archi-{es
Building Company Archives . . . . . . VERNIEH. WOLFSBERG
Metropolitan Life Insurance Archives

Handling and Preserving Company
.
Historical Materials

. . .

. . . . .

EMMAT. MCCALL

Miss Phillips opened the program with a statement on the growing interest
in company archives:
"A great deal has been written about the early days in the physical
development of our country, until we are quite familiar with the lot
of the pioneer and the role he has played in our country's growth. Not
so well known were the pioneers on the industrial and economic frontier
-our
companies. Their histories, written ordinarily to commemorate
an important milestone in their development, spell an exciting history
in this record of growth.
"Because so many companies have passed, or are approaching anniversary dates of fifty, seventy-five, one hundred or more years, it
becomes a matter of concern to those who have the interest and care of
company archives to know what to do with them. This morning as we
meet to discuss our subject, Handling Company Archives and Company Historical Material, we may want to keep in mind such questions
as: What are archives? How old must they be to qualify? Where will
they be kept? How will they be preserved and filed? What use is to be
made of them?"
A large and interested audience took part in the lively discussion at the close
of the program.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Archives
NANCYM. AKERS
Archives Librarian, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York City

I

MARCH1934, Leroy A. Lincoln, knowledgment sent. Each piece was
then v i c e - p r e s i d e n t a n d general cleaned, repaired and identified. Very
counsel of the Metropolitan Life Insur- old documents were treated for preserance Company, announced that all his- vation. The bulk of this material was
torical material pertaining to the Com- filed in cabinets, metal shelves, and verpany was to be gathered into a perma- tical files.
nent collection to be maintained in an
The Archives Room when establishArchives Room. This was the official ed, was put under the supervision of
announcement of an idea which hed the librarian and administered by the
been under consideration for some time. Secretary of the Company.
The duties of the archives librarian
The nucleus of an archives collection
had already been assembled by Flor- divide themselves into three parts: the
ence Bradley, the librarian. Mr. Lincoln's organization and maintenance of the
announcement of the new project set collection; the planning and preparaup a chain reaction. The contents of tion of exhibits; and an archives referdesks, files, scrapbooks and attics of ence service.
Accessioning System
veteran and retired employees produced
Each item when received is given an
ample material for the new collection
and contributions still continue to come. accession number. The accessioning sysMargaret R. Bonnell, Miss Bradley's tem is based on that used by the Musuccessor, has carried forward the or- seum of the City of New York. A typical
ganization and development of the col- number is 37.9.5. The 37 represents the
lection.
A number of history-minded officers
have salvaged important mementos for
the archives collectiorr. Similar recognition to historical values !?as beex given
by the Records Admkistration Committee. Headed by the Company's Secretary, this committee establishes periods of retention for all records.
N

The material received in 1934 is
representative of the categories into
which the collection f d s : photographs,
miscellaneous paintings, lithographs and
drawings, company periodicals, circular
letters, speeches of executives, old ledgers and scrapbooks of newspaper clippings, company advertisements, sales
promotion material, programs and menus
for official occasions, souvenirs, flags,
banners, and illuminated testimonials.
A staff including a librarian and an
advertising man began to organize this
mass of material. The donor of each
item was noted and a letter of ac-

Silver replica o f the Metropolitan Tower
presented b y the Company to the architects;
later returned to the Archives. The timepiece sounds the chimes o f the original.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

A view o f the Archives o f the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. T h e kidneyshaped desk belonged to the late President Haley Fiske. In the rear is the specially
designed and constructed "Family Album" with its glass leaves which presents a
photographic record o f the Company's history and personalities.

year the item was given, 1937. The 9 see his contribution. I t is possible through
represents the donor, and means that our system to locate a wanted item in
he is the ninth person to give us an a few minutes.
Another major activity is the arrangeitem that year. The 5 means that the
item is the fifth item given by that ment of special temporary exhibits for
the Archives exhibit area or elsewhere
donor in 1937.
At least three cards are made for in our home office. Preparing an exeach item. A donor card describing each hibit is both challenging and entertainitem goes into the donor file. An acces- ing. Usually exhibits are prepared for
sion card, which is also the key to the special occasions as officially requested,
location, is filed in numerical order. The Occasionally the library may select a
accession file serves the same purpose subject of special interest and use it as
as a shelf list. A third file includes sub- the theme of an exhibit.
The first step in every exhibit is a
ject and title cards. In our cataloging
practice, the accession card also serves planning conference in which the aras a main card. On it all other cards for chives librarian, the head librarian, and
the item, as for a book, are traced.
either our own administrative officer or
Since almost every piece in our col- the officer requesting the exhibit discuss
lection is a gift, it is very important that its scope and other details.
The archives librarian then chooses
each donor receive a grateful acknowledgment of his contribution. Many of items most appropriate to meet the preour gifts come from policyholders who scribed outlines. These items, along with
have salvaged from attics and trunks, explanatory labels, are tentatively arcalendars a n d a d v e r t i s i n g literature ranged on boards the exact size of the
given them fifty years ago by Metro- display cases. Matting and framing are
politan agents. I t is not unusual for a done where necessary. Making an expolicyholder from Indian Falls, North hibit requires very careful research to
Dakota, to appear suddenly and ask to establish facts, dates and accuracy of
JANUARY, 1955

names. The officer in charge is consulted
frequently as the preparations proceed,
and reviews the completed exhibit prior
to showing.
The third major duty of the archives
librarian is to answer reference questions pertaining to the Company's history. Like all reference questions, they
may take only a few minutes or a whole
day to answer. Typical questions include: What is the origin and history
of the Company flag and song? Find in
writing the statement that the famous
Metropolitan Cook Book is, among
printed books, the fourth highest in demand in the United States. Chief sources
of reference materials are the card catalog, the biographical card file, and the
index of Company periodicals which has
just been started, and the usual indexes.
A preservation program is currently
under way. Worn volumes of Company
periodicals are to be rebound. Old calendars and documents have been enclosed in transparent plastic envelopes.
Crumbling newspaper clippings of more
than fifty years ago, firmly glued into
huge scrapbooks, as was customary then

present some difficulties. Is microfilm the
answer to this preservation problem?
The archives collection makes available to present and future generations
of Metropolitan employees and policyholders the historical records, information and memorabilia that otherwise
might be lost forever.
The collection includes much that is
instructive and informative, and basic
to the Company's current operations. I t
provides a point of comparison, a measure of growth and a connecting link to
the service philosophy upon which our
Company is founded.
And so have been preserved the things
of the past which are of interest in the
present. Maintenance of a company's
archives and its history is a continuing
process as each year sees some expansion of company activities.
The opportunities are infinite for
combining the old and the new in a continuing story of interest to the employee, policyholder and public at large.
The work of the archives librarian encompasses the past, the present, and
the future.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

The National Safety Council Archiwes
RUTH PARKS
Librarian, The National Safety Council, Chicago, Illinois

T

HE NATIONAL
SAFETYCOUNCILli- preliminary committee that brought the
brary is a current library, but of Council into existence. Here are recordcourse it does have archives-the
his- ed the names and signatures of those
torical records of the founding of the actively taking part in the founding of
Council, its development, and some a new movement, and the reasons for
fragmentary bits of information show- the change in its name from the Naing the early thinking on safety that led tional Council for Industrial Safety to
to the establishment of a safety move- the National Safety Council.
ment in America.
LISTSinclude those of the early memThe Council may appear rather young
to be considering archives. I t was estab- bers and their modest contributions, of
lished only forty-one years ago and members attending the early Congresses,
provision was made for a library at officers of the Council and its sections,
that time. In this way, from its incep- and organizational dates of sections.
tion, a chronicle of the Council has been
INCORPORATION
PAPERS of the Coundeposited in the library.
cil in the state of Illinois and the record
One might suppose that forty years
of its change from an Illinois corporahas produced a prodigious collection of
tion to one operating under a Federal
books. The fact is that comparatively
charter, include the charter document
few worthwhile books on safety and acitself.
cident prevention are available. Most
of the information in the library is
CLIPPINGSinclude an original newsstored in vertical files and includes
paper
on the formation of the Council;
pamphlets, reprints, clippings, etc.
from the front page of the Chicago TriPUBLICATIONS
are essential in selling bune (April 1913), it is more than just
safety. Publishing, therefore, plays an an announcement, it is an expression of
important part in the Council's work. the safety needs of that day. There is
The library keeps a permanent file or also a photostatic copy of a New York
record of all publications and revisions Times account of what is believed to be
published since 1913. Among these are the first fatal motor vehicle accident in
the Transactions of the National Safety the United States in 1899.

Congress (the Council's annual convenPHOTOGRAPHS
of a few historical
tion), including the Transactions of the
First Cooperative Safety Congress, 1912, scenes and occasions are included in
a year prior to the formal organization. the collection.
There are also the Council's ten magazines, posters and sectional newsletSCRAPBOOKS
of each annual National
ters, and an infinite variety of small Safety Congress have been maintained.
booklets, leaflets, rule books, manuals,
memos, data sheets, etc.
There is no problem in the handling
of Congress Transactions, periodicals or
MINUTESof board meetings of the a series that can be bound and shelved.
Council, of the various sections and spe- But in order to keep subject material
cial committees are collected here. The together, so much of it varying in size
Council's minutes include those of the and shape -from a single letter-size
JANUARY, 1955

17.

sheet to a small pamphlet-it
has bePoster No. 1 was printed in 1913.
come necessary to turn "bookmaker."
Recently No. 9,999 was reached and a
Long continued series of like mate- new number series was started with
rial, such as the Council's Safe Prac- 0001. All posters have been kept in
tices Pamphlets, Data Sheets, Minutes, numerical order. It will be necessary
etc., are put in hard back ring binders soon to decide what historical signifiand shelved. These are numbered series, cance some of these posters really have.
kept in numerical order, with new edi- For the Council, the earliest posters do
tions inserted as issued.
have historical importance, and in the
In addition to the ring binders "book- light of today, provide a very strange
making" extends to what is called "port- and wonderful commentary on the manfolios." These are loose-leaf books made ners and customs of their day. Because
from file folders; they are used for any- the posters are brittle and need protecthing requiring protection from wear tion, the first one hundred posters-the
and tear in use, and permit assorted ones most frequently used-have
been
materials on a subject to be kept to- placed in transparent plastic covers.
gether within a file.
They now can be handled without
much further wear and tear. These
Publications
early posters are wrapped and kept in
National Safety Council publications the annex.
The truly historical photographs have
are kept in a bank of files, separate
from the subject information files. Known also been encased in envelopes or portas the NP file, it is maintained in alpha- folios to protect them.
The general policy in handling hisbetical order by title. Series that have
been put in ring binders on NP shelves torical data is to keep current or active
are cross-referenced from the file to the material in the files and to wrap and
shelves. These are not cataloged and move old and inactive material to the
are separate from the cataloged books. annex. Most material in the annex is
They are intended as records only, not stored in heavy fiberboard wallets, or,
for informational reference. Reference if too large, is wrapped in heavy paper.
Moving inactive material out of the
copies of every current Council pamphfiles is more than a matter of preservlet are in the subject file.
Newsletters are published monthly ing historical records. It is necessary to
by about twenty-eight different sec- keep files clear for more urgent daily
tions. The earliest of these was pub- reference work.
During all these years, much has
lished in 1924. Until a few years ago
all of them were kept, but lack of space been kept that is now rapidly losing immade it necessary to limit holdings to portance. Systematic plans for clearing
the first year of each sectional news- and retaining such material must be
letter, the January issue of each sub- established, particularly for posters and
sequent year to show continuity, and a Congress scrapbooks. For posters, it
complete file for the last three years. seems feasible to retain the first one
All but the current three years are kept hundred and to select six or eight repin the "annexn-a storage space which resentative issues in each subsequent
is an integral part of the library area. year, maintaining the last five years or
Lists which would get too worn and so complete. Each series presents its
battered in a vertical file are usually own problem, and discarding depends
kept in portfolios. The lists are typed on the use of the material and other
customarily, with space to allow for in- available records.
The filing problem on the Council's
sertions. They are checked annually for
necessary additions and retyped when contest material has been fairly well
necessary. Officer lists change each year resolved by keeping only final reports,
unique features and new developments.
and are kept current.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Every item is marked with the historical filing policy.
The most frequent use of archive material is in answer to reference questions, i.e., when a certain section was
established, what years John Smith
served as vice-president, when the first
traffic light was installed.
Writers of books and articles frequently request facts from the past. An
individual may obtain a copy of an old
list and ask for publications long outof-print. By identifying a title in the
NP file, it is possible to determine the
type of material wanted.
At the last Congress, some old posters
were displayed to show safety then and
now. Only recently there was a request
for old posters to be used in a film.

So far no real history of the Council
or of the safety movement has been
written. The only publication of this
nature (now out-of-print) was Stewart
Holbrook's Let T h e m Live, written on
the occasion of the Council's twentyfifth anniversary. The author spent many
days in the library going over source
information for use in his manuscript.
While there are no hallowed documents nor rare editions under glass, the
modest archives of the National Safety
Council continue to provide a useful
and valuable record of one of the significant social movements of this nation. It is a challenge for the librarian
to find ways of compressing history
within the confines of a file drawer.

Building Company Archives
VERNIEH. WOLFSBERG
Librarian, Sf. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, Sf. Paul, Minn.

C

Any suggested recommendations for organization and handling must necessarily be adapted, expanded or revised to
suit individual needs.
The problem of handling company
archives resolves itself into: ( 1) Selection, ( 2 ) Classication, and ( 3 ) Organization.
OMPANY ARCHIVES DIFFER.

Selection

Before a n y material is appraised, as
much of it as possible should be collected. Some of it will filter into the library; more will be collected by company people having an interest in developing archives and will be turned
over to the library. Much of it will have
to be collected at the discretion of the
librarian, and as any special librarian
knows, this is not simple for two reasons: Some people do not like to give
up material which has been in their
possession for many years; others have
no realization of what actually constitutes archival material. T o some, an old
document is just another scrap of paper.

JANUARY, 1955

In appraising any historical material,
the first question to be answered is:
What constitutes archival material? The
material will have to be considered
from the point of view of (1) type,
( 2 ) antiquity, and ( 3 ) purpose.
As to type, each librarian or archivist will find material which is peculiar
to the operation of that company. For
instance, the St. Paul Fire and Marine
Insurance Company takes special interest and pride in the signs which it
provided to agents many years ago to
advertise the company.
However, there are certain holdings
which are common to all institutions:

LETTERS
Letter pressbooks are especially interesting as many of such letters were
written by hand, and handwriting is revealing. Such letters were often less
formal and give a more intimate insight into the operations of a company.
13

DIARIES,PERSONAL
DOCUMENTS
Personal documents include such items
as wills, contracts and agreements; records of clubs, associations and churches
with which company people may have
been concerned. Such documents, as
well as diaries and reminiscences help
the researcher to recreate the personalities who established and carried on
the business. They provide the human
touch. They are not always available to
a company, however, since families may
prefer to give such items to local and
state historical societies.
MINNESOTA
HISTORY
The Saint Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company was organized just
four years after the area became Minnesota Territory and five years before it
achieved statehood. Local history ties
in strongly with company history.

FINANCIAL
RECORDS,
MINUTEBOOKS
Early company minute books contain much revealing material. Financial
records i n c l u d e s u c h i t e m s as day
books, ledgers, cash books, accounts,
stock ledgers, invoices, notes, etc.
SCRAPBOOKS
Scrapbooks may contain a variety of
material such as clippings, companyprinted death notices and testimonials,
advertising media, and annual statements. The Saint Paul's early statements are especially interesting, some
having been printed in Swedish as well
as in English to serve Minnesota's Scandinavian residents.
Scrapbooks may have to be taken
apart to permit proper classification of
a variety of materials.
SPEECHES,CLIPPINGS,PICTURES
Included in the archives collection
are files of speeches, clippings and pictures.
Antiquity

The time when a document becomes
pertinent material for archives is subject to various interpretations. Archives
are most often associated with the Euro-

pean concept, that is, records of considerable antiquity. The preferred interpretation in this country is based on
considerations of service and use. This
concept has universal appeal for the
special librarian and has led to a more
immediate sense of history in the making. T o illustrate, in 1948 when certain
officers were made senior officers of the
Saint Paul, they were invited to a party
in Boston by the company's managers
for the New England States. When the
pictures, the publicity, and the programs filtered into the library, the material was immediately allocated to the
archives, since the celebration of that
particular event for those officers was
unique. The material which was developed last year in celebration of the
company's first one hundred years was
treated in the same way, eliminating
the necessity of handling this material
still another time.
Classification

In appraising archival material for
classification, the first considerations
here relate to whether the various items
are primary or secondary material, and
whether they apply to an oral history
program.
In considering the value of an oral
history program, it is interesting to note
that Montaigne once made a significant
statement, "The only good histories are
those which are written by those who
had command in the events they describe." An oral history program is a
tape recording of company history as
spoken by "those who had command."
The Minnesota Historical Society has
prepared a list of topics for discussion
and query to be incorporated in a taped
interview scheduled with the chairman
of the Saint Paul.
The Ford Motor Company has a
splendid oral history project described
in its brochure, Speaking of Yesterday.
I t was feasible to catalog and shelve
in the library the limited amount of
secondary material: old books, pamphlets, brochures concerned with the subject of insurance in general.
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bases have been built cupboards and
drawers. The cases are arranged two
and two, built back to back. In one of
these arrangements the drawers have
been built through the depth of one
case and half through the depth of the
other to produce great drawers for the
large documents and pictures. In utilizing so much space for the drawers, it
was possible to build only shallow cupboards on the other side of the twocase arrangement, but these have been
found useful for the smaller books.
A number of archival documents are
in use throughout the office. The index
cards note the location of these items
as well as the materials in cupboards
and drawers. Where no notation of location is made, it is understood that
Organization
documents are to be found in the verIt was necessary, therefore, to con- tical files.
sider the material in relation to each
A novel use of archival material was
organization. Subject headings for the made by one company recently. Well
material were next established, and in selected directive's from old documents
making decisions, recommended sub- were quoted in training pamphlets used
ject heading lists were adhered to as as part of the company's personnel
closely as possible.
program. This was done, apparently, to
It was found necessary to ascertain show contrast between the directives of
the exact status within the company of yesteryear and those of today. The coneach individual for whom there was trast was interesting and amusing, and
material: Was he an officer, local agent, also served to show the progress made
general agent, fieldman or employee? through the years in company-employee
When the information was established, relationships.
a card was prepared for the individual
The more familiar uses of archives
under the appropriate subject heading. are for purposes of compiling company
On each card the documents are de- history, publicity, and display.
scribed simply, including dates listed
in chronological order. Cards and documents are filed alphabetically by subInsurance Papers
ject.
Il~surar~ceLibraries, by Elizabeth FerThere has been no need for accession numbers as the collection is small. guson, librarian, Institute of Life Insurance, and Insurance Literature, compiled
Storage and Exhibit
by Ruby E. Church, librarian, lnsurance
Storage posed another problem. Most Society of New York and Elizabeth
of the material fits into vertical files. Ferguson, were included in a series of
This is not true of financial record papers dealing with lnsurance Education
books, minute books, some pictures and in the United States of America in 1954,
several large documents. These are and were presented by Arthur C. Goerstored in cupboards and drawers.
lich, dean, The School of Insurance, InThe library has four glass display surance Society of New York, Inc., at the
cases. They stand about six feet from Fifth Hemispheric lnsurance Conference,
the floor. Into the three-foot wooden Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, August 1954.

To classify any primary document,
it was necessary to decide whether it
pertained to the St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, to one of its
subsidiaries, or to a peripheral organization. Ultimately, there were six organizations, each having a structure of
its own but a distinct bearing on each
other and on company history. These
organizations include the Saint Paul,
the parent company; the Mercury Insurance Company and the Saint PaulMercury Indemnity Company, the subsidiaries; the Fire and Marine Employees Club; the Drum Corps, and an
old employees savings association. Each
of the six was designated by a letter,
and materials identified similarly.
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Notes on Handling and Preserving
Company Historical Materials
EMMAT MCCALL
Librarian, Insurance Company of North America, Philadelphia, Pa.

S

in your library one morning to find several
boxes and crates of old books, papers
and assorted documents -the makings
of an archives collection. Where does
one begin? How does one begin? T o
help with these and other questions,
the librarians and curators of historical
collections in the Philadelphia area
have submitted some useful information for presentation here.
UPPOSING YOU ARRIVE

Appraisal

Just what is an historical document
in the eyes of a company librarian? A
collection of old deeds may be kept as
the samples of paper and printing of an
early century. The reasons for retaining
certain company records may not always be readily apparent. The librarian
must discover and determine the company's needs. If an item has interest for
future historians, it becomes a valid
historical document.
Preliminary Handling

When a collection or s h i ~ m e n t of
archival material is received, a memo
should be made noting items; date when
delivered and by whom; the name and
address of donor; the bulk quantity of
material, i.e., one box of books, three
packages of papers, etc.
When unpacking the material, dust
carefully, separating book from papers.
Arrange the books chronologically in
series: minutes of board meetings, trustees meetings, special committee meetings. Why chronologically? Usually the
inquirer has an idea of a date, or he
will want to know what happened when.
If within the collection there are letters
by an individual, make them a special
series by name.
What about cataloging? Do not worry
about it! It is almost impossible to cat-

alog every letter or document without
adequate staff assistance. Rather, arrange the collection for practical use.
After arranging the material, prepare a description with highlights as a
further aid to using the collection. I t
will also serve as the preliminary checklist if a t a later date it is decided to
publish an index. The Friends Historical Society Library a t Swarthmore,
Pennsylvania, uses a five-by-eight-inch
card listing: ( 1) the name of the person or organization, ( 2 ) the size of the
collection in inches or feet, ( 3 ) the inclusive dates (very important in research), ( 4 ) description of the series
telling if there are any autographed or
signed letters, and ( 5 ) description of
maps.
Housing and Preservation

Next, there is the question of housing
and preservation. Most libraries keep
documents and manuscripts in folders
in boxes lying flat on the shelves. Such
boxes should be dustproof. The Historical Society uses an eleven-by-thirteeninch box with a locking device whereby
the top fits over the bottom and the box
can be used upright or lying down.
Manuscripts should be kept flat if room
is available.
Make a reference to the contents on
each folder. T h i s will s a v e leafing
through the entire contents. The ALA
Glossary of Library Terms includes abbreviations for manuscripts.
Some libraries use plastic shields for
their documents, but they do not seem
to be entirely satisfactory. The document slips and becomes wrinkled. Some
libraries display unusual documents between layers of glass within a display
case. If a series of papers is complete,
single sheets may be mounted on a
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strip and inserted between larger sheets
of rag content paper and the whole
collection bound.
Extremes of temperature should be
avoided and the humidity reduced to
fifty per cent. Humidity is in large
measure responsible for deterioration.
Items may be preserved in a more
permanent form. Two methods are widely used. They are the Vatican process
and the National Archives process. The
Vatican or Crepeline (Kraplen) process uses a layer of silk which is pasted
to the document with a water soluble
paste. I t must be done with great care
and can be removed when and if desired. It does add bulk to a file. The
National Archives or lamination method employs a machine which is expensive but which can be operated by an
untrained person. It is the consensus of
opinion, however, that it is more profitable to send the documents out to a
company specializing in this work than
to attempt any homemade methods. By
lamination, a document may be passed
through a chemical solution, cellulose
acetate placed on both sides of the
document, and heat then applied. The
document is forever sealed; in fact, the
document is impregnated so that it and
the coating are one, and there is no
added bulk.

GEORGIA CHAPTER DISCUSSES
ARCHIVES

Georgia Chapter's participation in the
recent conference of the Southeastern
Library Association is reviewed in the
November 1954 issue of the Georgia
Chapter Bulletin.
Georgia Chapter has a warm regard
for the Southeastern Library Association
since the Chapter owes its establishment
to action taken at SELA two years ago.
This year, the Chapter took an active
part in the SELA Conference which took
place in Atlanta, September 30-October
2, 1954 . . .
The Biennial Business Meeting of the
Georgia Chapter was held on Thursday,
September 30, 1954 . . . following the
business meeting, a Special Libraries
program session was held. Martha Jane
Zachert, the incoming president, spoke
on "Special Libraries Association: What
it is-What it does-What it offers" . . .
On Friday, October 1, Georgia Chapter presented a panel discussion: "The
Management of Archives in Special Libraries."
Serving as moderator was Paul E.
Postell, chief, Cataloging Branch, Technical Information Service, Atomic EnSummary
ergy Commission. Mr. Postell is viceReviewing briefly the points noted in president of the (SLA Oak Ridge) Tenthe foregoing, it is essential ( 1 ) to un- nessee Chapter.
pack old materials with care; ( 2 ) to rePanel members were Mrs. Mary G.
move all dirt and foreign matter from Bryan, Georgia Department of Archives;
items to be retained; (3) to record the Elizabeth Royer, Theology Library, Emory
date of receipt and by whom delivered, University; Mrs. Carolyn Jones, West
as well as the name and address of the Point Manufacturing Company; and Dr.
donor, and the bulk quantity of mateJohn H. Goff, professor, School of Busirial received whether books, papers,
ness Administration, Emory University.
photos, etc.; ( 4 ) to arrange materials
Abstracts of papers presented at the
by types in chronological order; ( 5 ) to
prepare a preliminary checklist briefly meeting are on pages 4-7 of the Bulletin.
describing highlights of the shipment;
The papers include "Official Archives
and ( 6 ) to determine the most satisfac- from the State Archivist Point of
tory means of preservation and storage. View," by Mrs. Mary G. Bryan; "Institory means of preservation, selecting tutional Archives," by Elizabeth Royer;
those documents which need or merit "Business Archives," by Mrs. Carolyn
special preservation; and ( 7 ) to store J. Jones; and "The Archives Patron,"
in folders and boxes.
by Dr. John H. Goff.
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Letter Clarifying Mrs. Keck's Presidential Report
December 3, 1954
1313 E. 60th Street
Chicago 37, Illinois
Miss Marian E. Lucius, Executive Secretary
Special Libraries Association
31 East 10th Street,
New York 3, New York
Dear Miss Lucius:

I have iust received a copy of the letter sent to our Association by
Mr. Joseph C. Keeley, Editor of the American Legion Magazine, in which
he takes exception to a story related by me in my 1953-54 Annual Report,
which was published i n the October 1954 issue of SPECIALLIBRARIES.
This story is to the effect that I had been told that the Editor of the

American Legion Magazir~ehad visited the Director of the University of
Chicago Round Table in order to obtain ideas for raising the intellectual
level of the articles in the American Legion Magazine.
Mr. Keeley points out that this story is entirely without a factual
basis, since he had never spoken to anyone connected with the University
of Chicago Round Table, and that the intellectual level of both the articles
and the readers of their magazine is on a high level. He i s therefore very
much upset by my use of the story.
For my part, I am also very much disturbed, for I had injected this
personal remark into my report as a bit of hearsay in an effort to
embellish it with what seemed to be a current example of the advancement in education. I find I had relied on a casual statement from a source
I had assumed to be accurate. I am sorry that I failed to check the facts
before repeating them for now I discover to my embarrassment that my
informant was in error.
M y purpose in writing is to dispel any erroneous impression that
the recounting of this story might have caused and to assure our
members and the American Legion that it was not my intention to cast
any unfavorable reflection upon that organization or upon the Editor of
its magazine.
In fairness to the Legion, I should appreciate your publishing my
letter in SPECIAL
T,IBRAKIES and I sincerely hope that this correction will
eliminate any misapprehension on the part of Mr. Keeley, his members,
and our members that might have been thus engenderd.

Yours faithfully,
(Mrs.) LUCILEL. KECK
Immediate Past-President
Special Libraries Association
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Handling Patents
In a Small Technical Library*
LOISBROCK
Technical Librarian, The General Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
that no matter how much there is to
between say, it shall be done in one sentence.
the inventor and the government. Often the claims do not cover all the
In return for a disclosure of his prod- disclosures. Their main use is in estabuct or process, written clearly enough lishing limits as to just what is new.
so that it could be practiced by some- They are helpful in determining novone skilled in the art, the government elty and in settling questions of ingrants the inventor seventeen years' ex- fringement.
In the United States, details of the
clusive use of the patent. There is no
monetary reward involved, merely a patent must have been worked out bechance to exploit the process on a com- fore application is made. In England,
mercial scale without competition for Germany and other countries, a proseventeen years. This grant is accom- visional specification is filed which is
panied by a printed copy of the dis- often full of "happy prophecies". These
may be challenged before the final
closure, the patent specification.
Since the criteria for patentability in- grant is made. After the final grant is
clude invention, utility and novelty, a given, the patent must be used within
patent specification sometimes repre- a specified time or it will be considered
sents the only printed material avail- forfeited. Moreover, an annual tax is
able on the particular subject. The dis- levied on the patent and this tax beclosure must be very clearly written ac- comes larger as the patent grows older.
cording to the following form: discus- This dissuades people from applying
sion of the state of the art at the mo- for a patent on a process which will not
ment, shortcomings of previous meth- be brought to commercial scale.
ods (or products), details of the invenHow to Acquire Patents
tion showing advantages to be expected,
detailed examples of the process, anEach week an average of 600 patents
other summary of the invention as re- is granted in the United States. These
lated to the state of the art, and finally are announced in the Official Gazette of
a list of claims which define the scope the United States Patent Office." The
of the patent. Where applicable, detail- following information is given for each
ed drawings must be included.
patent: number, title, inventor (patIn many ways a patent is like a scien- entee), company to whom assigned (astific paper with its introduction, object, signee), date of application, classificaexperimental work and conclusions. The tion number, one drawing, if any, and
main part is often written by the in- one of the more important claims.
ventor just as he would describe his reA library may use the Gazette as a
sults in a technical paper.
means of learning about patents of inThe claims are written in involved, terest to its clientele. It usually takes
legal style; one criterion seems to be an hour of concentrated skimming merely to check patents which should be or4: Paper presented at the Fall Meeting of
dered.
These may be obtained in sevthe Metals Division, Special Libraries Association, in Chicago, Illinois, on November 4, eral ways. Books of 100 coupons may
be purchased for $25 from the Com1954.
The Nature of Patents

A

PATENT IS A
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CONTRACT

missioner of Patents in Washington,
D. C. Each coupon may then be used to
order one patent. If many patents are to
be ordered at one time, a better practice is to open a deposit account with
the Commissioner of Patents. Patents
may be requested by letter or preferably by means of a special order blank
which is sent when the account is opened. Patents so ordered are usually received within ten days along with a new
order blank for future orders. If faster
service is desired, it is possible to request air mail delivery in which case
the charge is 35 cents instead of 25
cents per patent. Statements are issued
monthly.
If the spheres of interest are fairly
well defined and it is realized that all
patents in certain fields will be desired,
a subscription may be placed for particular subclasses. The nominal charge
for this service may be paid out of the
deposit account.
I n order to determine which subclasses cover the company interests, inspection of the Manual of Classification
of PatentsZ0will show the titles of over
300 main classes and about 47,000 subclasses. An index in the Manual lists
the subject matter covered in simplest
terms and indicates which subclasses
are concerned with each topic. Metallurgy, e.g., is covered by Class 75. The
full definitions of subclasses may be
found in the appropriate Classification
B ~ l l e t i n . Classification
~~
Bulletin No.
400, which is available without charge
from the Patent Office, is a consolidated
index to all the current bulletins. For
each main class it shows the number of
the Bulletin, date of latest revisions of
the definitions, and price. In the case of
Class 75 covering Metallurgy, Classification Bulletin No. 2 17 was published
in October 1949 and costs ten cents.
The exact coverage of Class 75 can be
determined by reading the complete
subclass definitions here.
If a new library is being established,
or if new interests make new subclasses
of interest to the company, it may be

necessary to determine which patents
have been assigned a particular classification. The Patent Office will furnish
lists of all patents in any subclass for
20 cents per page.
Foreign patents are also available
through the United States Patent Office. They are supplied as photostatic
copies and should be ordered separately from United States patents. The Official Gazette makes a statement quarterly as to the highest patent number
available from different countries. Foreign patents received in the Scientific
Library of the Patent Office as of September 30, 1954 are listed in Vol. 687,
p. 447 (October 19, 1954). Often there
will be a United States patent which
is equivalent to or which closely parallels a foreign patent. When such instances are noticed in Chemical Abstracts, e.g., a cross-reference sheet may
be placed in numerical order in the file
of foreign patents.
While the staff of a small library
may not be sent to Washington to carry
out a search, it may be helpful to list
the various files available in the United
States Patent Office in reviewing the
services offered.
The Public Search Room contains
classified files of all United States patents issued since 1836. There are classification manuals and subclass definitions and other tools to aid the searcher.
In the Record Room patents are filed
in numerical order. There is also the
"file wrapper" for each patent or the
references and correspondence concerning it during application proceedings. A
complete set of the Official Gazette is
here too.
The Scientific Library has over 35,000
technical books in various languages,
about 40,000 volumes of bound periodicals and over 6,000,000 copies of
foreign patents in bound volumes.
All these rooms are open to the public.
Although the Patent Office has the
most complete collection in the counSPECIAL LIBRARIES

try, it is possible to see both United
States and foreign patents in many
large libraries such as the New York
Public Library, the Franklin Institute
in Philadelphia, etc. Many of these libraries offer photographic service so
that photostatic copies may be obtained, sometimes in just a day or two.
It is possible to contact the patent
offices in foreign countries for patent
specifications and other services. For instance, the British Patent Office publishes classified sets of abridgements of
all the patents in certain groupings."
These are real abstracts and serve a
valuable reference function where complete files of British patent specifications are not immediately available.
Australia often publishes provisional
specifications far in advance of their
appearance in other countries. By subscribing to these applications, it is sometimes possible to get wind of a new development in its very early stages.
H o w to Catalog and File Patents

The ideal situation for most efficient
use of patents would be something like
this: the librarian would order and
read every patent of conceivable use,
make an abstract with the company
interests in mind, classify the patent according to a system devised especially
for the subject needs of the company
(unless the Patent Office classification
was adequate), file the patent by classification number and another copy in
numerical order, and then, on the basis
of the prepared abstracts, issue a classified bulletin to give to each research
worker. When the abstract cards are
filed, copious subject cross-references
are used, and cards are prepared also
for patentee, assignee, and any other
information desired such as foreign
eauivalents. trade names. etc. In this
way research workers are informed as
to the important new patents in their
subject areas. Moreover, a classified file
is built up continuously and stands
ready a t a moment's notice to furnish
the answer to questions of novelty, va-
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lidity, state of the art or possibly to
offer a physical constant which cannot
be found through ordinary channels.
Even in companies with a narrow
range of interests, this would require
the full time of one well-qualified scientist. Larger companies often have a separate department where this type of
work is carried on by a large staff. What
about the jack-of-all-trades in a oneman library? How can he approximate
this type of service?
It would be wise, in this situation, to
use the most streamlined method of ordering, i.e., subscription to subclasses of
special interest. These patents will usually be received on the same day as the
Official Gazette. The latter can be scanned for other patents which sound interesting from the claims or title. (Warning:
title is no criterion; often titles are
made purposely obscure or misleading.)
While these additional patents are on
order, the subscription copies can be
read and abstracted.
Now let's be very frank and admit
that there isn't even time for reading
patents thoroughly. The least time-consuming method would be to file the
patents numerically and trust that various commonly-used tools would turn
up a patent when it was needed. The
Official Gazette contains in each issue
an index of patentees and of inventions
and there is an annual cumulative index. However, the subject index uses
only catch titles and is not reliable for
a real search. The subject indexes of
the various abstract journals are helpful when they appear, but often there
is quite a wait for them. Meanwhile,
the material of possible reference value
lies dormant.
Filing p a t e n t s n u m e r i c a l l y leaves
much to be desired.
How about filing by classification
number? Since the Patent Office classifications are sometimes changed after
the patent has been printed, it is important to check the last page of the
Gazetfe for notification of such changes.

Then the patent may be filed by the
suggested United States Patent Office
classification. The Gazette could be used
to locate patents that were requested
by number.

In the library. Since the classification
scheme has been changed from time to
time, it is not safe to rely on class numbers as printed on the face of the patents.
How to Use Patents

A combination of systems might be a
In a small library patents will probgood compromise. A considerable num- ably be used along with technical periber of patents representing the only odicals and books as background mamember of a subclass may accumulate. terial before new developments are unThe numerical system would be satis- dertaken. A brief preliminary search of
factory for these cases and for sub- obvious sources, including patents in
classes of borderline interest. In the appropriate classes, may answer the
compromise system, patents in impor- question of entering a new phase of retant subclasses are kept in binders by search or not. Usually before launching
classification number. Either duplicate an extensive development program, howpatents or cross-reference sheets for ever, a company will want a more dethese patents are placed in the numer- tailed search. This can best be made
ical file along with the others which did by an experienced attorney with good
not merit special treatment. The most scientific background in the Search Room
streamlined method would be to re- in Washington.
quest duplicate copies of patents inT o be of value to the staff, the existtended for the classified file. If expense
ence
of patents issued each week must
must be considered, however, the time
be
made
known to them. According t o
of a clerk to type a cross-reference
sheet will cost less than 25 cents, so the the ideal method, careful abstracts were
cross-reference system will be chosen. prepared from the patent specification
and used as the basis of a classified bulAlthough the classified sets are in letin. Returning to the one-man library,
binders to discourage the "wandering" the materials for such an elegant bulleof separate specifications, the "wander- tin are not available since patents were
ing" has been known to occur. There- not read.
fore, it is important to keep a check list
If the Official Gazette is marked to
of patents which are supposed to be in
show all patents of interest-those
aceach subclass. This record is easily kept
tually received and those on order, plus
on the forms supplied by the Patent
any of borderline interest -a bulletin
Office when it supplies subclass listings.
can be prepared from the Gazette. The
Patents in subclasses concerned are reformat can be simplified by using the
corded from the list on the last page of
inventor's initials and surname, omitting
the Gazette.
his address, mentioning the company
The small-library method of catalog- without stating "assignor to" each time,
ing patents makes use of the classifica- omitting the date of application, and
tion as worked out by the Patent Office. perhaps shortening the claim. If the liThe resources of even a small file can brarian has time to re-word the claim,
be tapped by the use of the Manual of however, he would probably have time
Classification of Patents and the Classi- to read the actual patent and put the
fication Bulletins containing expanded abstract in his own words. Patents as
definitions. Once it has been determined listed from the Gazette will be in somewhich subclasses are pertinent, the list what logical order since each week's
of patents in that subclass may be ob- new issue is arranged by class numbers
tained from Washington within a few and there are three separate sections
days if there is any question about the c o v e r i n g G e n e r a l and M e c h a n i c a l ,
completeness of the list as maintained Chemical, and Electrical fields.
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Only workers who are really eager
to know about processes when they first
appear will get much of a thrill from
reading a weekly bulletin couched in
the involved language of claims. There
could be a method, however, for making the patents available to the research group. An extra set of patents,
preferably in a binder, may be circulated to the whole group or smaller binders covering specific subjects to the
workers most concerned with each topic.
Another solution would be to keep the
most recent patents in a binder in an
accessible spot in the library and publicize this fact. Then the staff might acquire the habit of scanning the bulletin
with the intention of noting which patents they want to read in full. If the
next step is a straightforward matter of
going to the library to see the patent
or of having it sent from the library,
the bulletin may be of some value after
all. With the last-mentioned system, it
is well to place an asterisk before patents that are actually on file when the
bulletin is made up. If anyone wants to
look at an un-starred patent, he knows
it will have to be ordered.
The last method mentioned requires
even less time than the others because
the librarian does not have to decide
"who should see what". Naturally, if a
new patent seems to cover exactly a
problem being pursued in the laboratory, the proper person would be notified at once.
Notes on Bibliography

For general information about patents
there is a 35-page pamphlet available
free from the Patent Office which answers questions commonly asked: What
can be patented- How should one apply
for a patent? More pertinent to reference work in libraries is their Information Concerning Patent Classification
and Patent Recordslg which tells the
prices of the various publications and
services furnished by the Patent Office
and where to order them. I t also lists
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twenty-one large public libraries which
have complete sets of United States
patents. Information about publications
and services of the British Patent Office may be obtained from that office at
25, Southampton Bldgs., London, W. C.
2 England. Biesterfeld, whose book,
Patent Law, was published in 1943, has
contributed a section on patents and
patent law in the new Chemical Business H a n d b o o k e d i t e d by John H.
Perry:& Another general article has been
published in pamphlet form by the National Association of manufacturer^.^
Patent law is considered from the point
of view of chemical and metallurgical
industries by Deller.B
The classification scheme of the Patent Office is discussed by Ball,' CochranG and Rosa.14
The value of patents as a source of
information and effective methods of
searching for this information are treated by several authors. Stores17 presents
a good general article. Crane and Patterson,' F l e i ~ c h e r , "Price13
~~
and Soule16
emphasize chemical information. A new
edition of Crane and Patterson is in
preparation and will contain more timely information than the 1927 edition
cited. Fleischer's articles provide a guided tour through the Patent Office with
a detailed description of exploring the
United States and foreign patent literature there. His article is followed by a
237-item classified bibliography. Information about the British system is presented by Mathys12 and Bennett.s
The remaining references are to special tools for handling patents. The
Special Libraries Association patent index to Chemical Abstracts for the years
1907 through 193615 furnishes a collected, numerical index to United States
and foreign patents for the years when
Chemical Abstracts did not include an
annual patent index. Since 1937 an annual numerical index has been furnished and a cumulative index for the years
1937-1946 is a ~ a i l a b l e .American
~
and
foreign journals and books which list

and abstract patents are cited in a bibliography by von Hohenhoff2"hich
was
reprinted by the Baltimore Chapter of
Special Libraries Association. The Manual of Classification of Patents20 and
Classification
have been
mentioned. Besides the patents and
classification notices already pointed
out in the Official Gazette," this weekly publication is a storehouse of interesting and valuable information. There
is a list of total applications pending,
the date of the oldest application and
a detailed status report of the Examining Divisions showing the oldest applications pending in the various sections.
The names of the examiners are given
with the list of subjects constituting
their special interests. The Trade Mark
and Design sections of the Gazette are
used or not according to the interests
of the library.
Patents cover the whole of applied
science and contain excellent reference
material. This can be utilized successfully even in small libraries where the
staff is too busy to handle patents in the
most logical and complete way. Patents
will serve a useful purpose if they are
simply "there", filed logically so they
can be found when referred to in a
bibliography or abstract journal. Then
if special indexes have not been prepared by the library staff, information
in the patents can be brought to light
through c o m m o n l y - u s e d l i t e r a t u r e searching tools.

ington, D. C.: American Chemical Society, 1949.
COCHRAN,
S. W . Recent Progress i n Patent
Classification. I n d u s t r i a l E n g i n e e r i n g
Chemistry, 40:731-733, April 1948.
W CRANE, E. J . and PATTERSON,
A. M . T h e
Literature o f Chemistry. New Y o r k : John
Wiley, 1927.
8 DELLER,
A. W . Patent Law for Chemical
and Metallurgical Industries. New Y o r k .
Chemical Catalog Company, 1931.
9 FLEISCHER,
JOSEPH.
Exploring United States
Chemical Patent Literature, i n Searching
the Chemical Literature. New Y o r k :
American Chemical Society, 1951. 6169.
1'' FLEISCHER,
JOSEPH. Exploring Foreign
Chemical Patent Literature, i n Searching
the Chemical Literature. New Y o r k :
American Chemical Society, 1951. 61-69.
Patent Office, Great Britain. Patents for
Inventions. Abridgements o f Specifications. London: Patent Office, 18551 2 MATHYS,
H. R . Patents as a Source o f Information. A S L I B Proceedings, 4 :69-74,
May 1952.
1 3 PRICE,
M . 0. Patent Searching, with Special Reference t o Chemical Patents. SPECIAL LIBRARIES,
31:118-128, April 1940.
1 %ROSA,
M . C. Problems o f Classifying Chemical Patents. Journal o f Chemical Education, 24:93-98,February 1947.
' W p e c i a l Libraries Association. Patent Index t o Chemical Abstracts, 1907-1936.
Ann Arbor, Michigan: J . W . Edwards,

"

1944.
16

SOULE,
BYRONA. Library Guide for the

17

STORES,
C. D. Patent Searching. SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,
40:88-92, March 1949.

Chemist. New Y o r k : McGraw-Hill, 1938.

Patent Office, United States. Classification
Bulletins o f the United States Patent O f fice. Washington, D. C. Patent Office,
1900-. Irregular.
19 Patent Office, United States. Information
Bibliography
Concerning Patent Classification and Patent Records. Washington, D. C. Patent
1 BALL,N. T. Classification o f Patents. SPEOffice, n.d.
CIAL LIBRARIES,
38:11-16,January 1947.
Patent Office, United States. Manual o f
~BALLARD,
W . R. Patents, Progress and
Classification o f Patents. Loose-leaf, reProsperity. Journal o f the American Sovised periodically. Washington, D. C.:
ciety o f Naval Engineers, 66:432-448,
Government Printing Office, April 1951May 1954. Published i n pamphlet b y the
National Association o f Manufacturers.
fl Patent Office, United States. Official GaWENNETT,
E. M . Searching Classified Patzette o f the United States Patent Office.
ent Specifications. A S L I B Proceedings,
Weekly. Washington, D. C.: Government
4:75-82; discussion 82-86, M a y 1952.
Printing Office, 1872~BIESTERFELD,
C. H. Patents and Patent
22 VON HOHENHOFF,
E. J. Bibliography o f
Law, i n Perry, John H., Chemical BusiJournals, Books and Compilations (Ameriness Handbook. New Y o r k : McGraw-Hill,
can and Foreign) W h i c h List and Ab1954.
stract Patents. Journal o f the Patent O f fice Society, 17:808, October 1935; 971,
5 Collective Numerical Index t o Chemical
December.
Abstracts, vols. 31-40, 1937-1946. Wash-
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Services Available from the Patent Office
B. E. LANHAM
Examiner of Classification, Division I, U.S. Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

T

HE TWENTY-ONE PATENT depository rians, both special and general, and
libraries in the United States, which others.
The Patent Office has available for
have sets of U. S. patents for reference
use by the public, are frequently ap- free distribution a two-page, nineteen
proached with various types of ques- section circular Information Concerning
tions regarding patents and related Patent Classification and Patent Rectopics. Experience in handling Patent ords and a 35-page pamphlet General
Office c o r r e s p o n d e n c e indicates that Information Concerning Patents. The
other libraries, both public and special, former explains the nature and extent
are also requested to supply similar in- of the assistance the Patent Office can
render, and the pamphlet describes the
formation.
Librarians from various types of li- other various procedures in the Office.
braries in different sections of the coun- A review of the circular will be given
try have been consulted on the subject. with elaboration on the most important
They were asked what types of ques- sections.
There are now nearly 2,700,000 U. S.
tions were presented, and what answers
they gave, if any. It became apparent patents. The Patent Office Public Search
that they were not completely inform- Room is in the Commerce Building in
ed as to all the types of information and Washington and is the only place known
services available or the detailed man- to the author where all of these patents
ner of wording requests to the Patent can be inspected both in numerical and
Office for same. This was not surprising classified order.
Those w i t h e x p e r i e n c e in patent
since a librarian would not be expected
to be more aware of all of the Patent searching can usually determine their
Office facilities than a Patent Office em- own field of search by referring to the
ployee would be of the duties of a libra- Manual of Classification and its alpharian. There followed a detailed descrip- betical index which may be found in
tion of how to help the public on patent many libraries. The Patent Office will,
matters, and the response and subse- without charge, answer by mail, requent correspondence indicated improv- quests concerning the proper field of
ed library services and public relations. search among U. S. patents provided
The purpose of this article is to in- the subject matter of the search is sufform all interested librarians of the ficiently described in detail. Another resame facts to assist them in attaining lated service is the sale of subclass lists,
the same results, as well as to enable which are lists of all original and/or
the Patent Office to reduce its corre- cross-reference patents in specified subspondence and to render more effective classes. These lists give the patent numand efficient service.
bers, the classification, the date the
The Patent Office is constantly called lists were made, the total number of
upon for information and services of patents on the 'list and also indicate
various types. When such requests in- whether they are originals or crossvolve fields of search, lists of patents, references. The date is an important
classification questions and the like the factor since additional patents may be
letters are referred to the Classification issued each subsequent week in the
Group, and they average well over one listed subclasses, thus outdating the
hundred a month. Such requests are re- lists. Continuing reclassification also adds
ceived from the public in general, libra- to and removes patents from a given
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subclass. There are a maximum of one
hundred patent numbers on each sheet,
and the cost is twenty cents a sheet.
Thus the listings for a subclass containing one hundred and sixty patents
would cost forty cents. The patent numbers of the original and cross-reference
patents are listed on separate sheets.
It may be of interest to know how
these lists are prepared. Each patent in
every subclass has its number and classification punched into an IBM card
and all cards for each subclass are kept
together in numerical order. When a
list for a subclass is required the cards
are scanned by a machine which automatically prints the patent numbers to
create the subclass list. Only U. S. patents can be so listed.
All patents in subclasses involved in
a designated field of search may be
purchased, but since there are always
many of such patents which are not
pertinent to the specific subject matter
of interest, the cost may be excessive.
As an alternative procedure the subclass lists can be utilized by those who
are not near Washington but who can
visit one of the depository libraries
where the patents are arranged in numerical order.
The patents on the lists can be studied
in these libraries, and those patents desired may then be purchased from the
Patent Office at twenty-five cents each.
The circular lists the twenty-one depository libraries.
In sending the requested field of search
t o an inquirer the Patent Office also includes the number of original and crossreference patents in the designated subclass or subclasses and the number of
sheets on which they are listed so that
the recipient may calculate the cost of
the listings without further correspondence.
I t seems advisable at this point to
add some illustrative examples of the
types of requests received by the Patent Office and the reasons why the
sought assistance is or is not obtainable.
If a field of search is desired for a
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device for cleaning pipes, at least the
following information should be supplied, and a sketch would also be of
help. Here is a sample of a proper approach.
"I am designing a device for cleaning the
inside surfaces of pipes. The cleaning section
will be an elongated scraping tool or brush
made for reciprocating motion through the
pipe and so constructed that the central section of the tool can be expanded between its
ends to contact the pipe walls after insertion
therein. A combined handle and control for
expanding and contracting the tool will be
provided."

Such information would enable the
Patent Office to quickly locate the
proper field of search, which is Class 15,
Brushing, Scrubbing and General Cleaning, subclass 104.19, which provides for
all patents for pipe cleaners which include the specified details of construction and operation.
The following type of letter regarding the same subject illustrates the
usual but improper approach.
"Please send me lists or pamphlet of all
patents on pipe cleaners. I enclose six cents
in stamps."

It should be obvious why the Patent
Office cannot provide a restricted, practical field of search in response to such
a request. Class 15 contains many subclasses in addition to 104.19 which provide for pipe cleaning apparatus of
numerous types of construction and
operation such as non-manually operated, cleaning by the use of air blast,
suction or steam, cleaning cloths, scrubbing brushes, and others. The broad
request would require reference to numerous other classes. Class 134, Cleaning and Liquid Contact with Solids,
provides for pipe cleaning apparatus
with which a washing liquid is used.
Detergent, abrasive and other compositions can be termed pipe cleaners, and
they are all separately classified, involving many subclasses. Cleaners for
smoking pipes are provided for in a
group of subclasses in Class 131, Tobacco. Other aspects of pipe cleaners
also exist.
The only reply the Patent Office can
make to such requests is to send a copy
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of the circular and explain that very
specific details of construction and operation of the pipe cleaner are necessary
before a field of search can be designated.
Other impractical questions are illustrated by "Please send me copies or
numbers of all patents of interest to
the c o n f e c t i o n e r y industry," "Please
send me all information on candles,"
"Please send me information about patents -and-"
(the numbers being
given). Only the confectionery industry can specify what subjects matter
are of interest, and no explanation as
to what type of information is desired
makes it impossible to supply it. Others
ask for cost figures or identity of machinery patents for the production of a
named product, and also if a designated
article has or can be patented. The
Patent Office cannot estimate costs of
production or make a search for the required machinery or article, nor can it
give legal advice as to whether anything is patentable.
The only way to obtain a list of formulas for patented compositions, such as
cleaning fluids, for example, is to study
the proper patents, and since that involves a patent search the formulas
cannot be listed by the Patent Office.
Nor can the Patent Office supply the
names of manufacturers, their addresses
or the products they manufacture.
Numerous requests are received for
lists of pending applications on specified subjects. Such applications are preserved in secrecy until issued and generally no information can be given regarding them without written authority
from their owners.
Requests for a patent or patents on
a subject which the inquirer identifies
only by a trade-mark cannot be filled,
nor can a field of search be supplied,
since the same trade-mark can be applied to different specific articles in a
broad class of products at the option
of the owner.
Many inquiries are based on lack of
knowledge of the classification of pat-
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ents. A desire to obtain all patents
which disclose the use of titanium diox-.
ide, or which disclose carburetors which
give a specified high mileage to an
automobile are examples. Chemical compounds are not classified according to
their uses, and the classification of compositions and processes which utilize
such compounds provides facilities for
locating but a relatively few of them.
Automobile carburetors are classified
on the basis of structure and operation
rather than upon gasoline economy.
T h e P a t e n t Office c a n n o t m a k e
searches except in connection with the
examination of regularly filed applications for patents; accordingly the interested party must make his own search
or have a representative make it for
him.
No aid can be given in the selection
of a patent attorney or agent. A register
of attorneys and agents may be found
in many libraries, and phone directories
in the larger cities list patent attorneys
and agents.
By prepayment of a deposit and a
service charge all future patents as
they issue in designated subclasses will
be sent to the subscriber. An estimate
of the cost of such service will be supplied if the classes and subclasses of
interest are designated.
Several record files in the Patent Office provide information of numerous
types. One contains in alphabetical order the names of inventors and assignees at time of issue of all U. S.
patents issued since 1931, each card including title of invention and patent
number. Thus patents issued to specific
inventors and assignees can be located,
but a general search is not practical in
this file. Another numerical file has a
card for each U. S. patent, together
with its class and subclass, and another
numerical one provides information as
to where all cross-references of every
U. S. patent are located.
Information obtainable from the file
facilities described and some other
sources are available to the public and
27

in some instances without charge, particularly when the requested answers
can be obtained in a relatively short
period of time. Details of the information desired determine in each instance
if a fee is required and its amount.
All fees must be paid in advance,
and money orders or certified checks
should be made payable to the "Commissioner of Patents." Cash should not
be sent, and postage stamps are not acceptable. The address for all correspondence is "Commissioner of Patents,
Washington 25, D. C." All correspond-

ence and purchases from the Patent
Office are sent postpaid.
It is hoped that the information given
will be helpful to librarians, the public
and the Patent Office. Additional explanations and information may be
obtained upon request.
T w o previous articles which m a y prove o f
interest are "What Does the Patent Office
Scientific Library Have to O f f e r the Chemist?"
b y H . F. Lindenmeyer, assistant librarian, U.
S . Patent Office Scientific Library, published
i n J.P.O.S., 36:463-481, July, 1954, and
"Chemical Patent Searches" b y the author o f
this article, published i n Ind. and Eng. Chem.,
43:2494-2496, November, 1951, and also i n
J.P.O.S., 34:315-323, May, 1952.

Rose Vormelker Receives Tribute

Rebman
Rose Vormelker, head o f the Business Information Bureau o f Cleveland Public
Library, received this tribute from the Public Relations Society o f America, Inc., Northeast Ohio Chapter, and twenty-nine co-sponsoring business, labor and professional groups
at a civic luncheon marking the Bureau's 25th Anniversary. Paul L. Eden, chairman o f
the PRSA's public affairs committee, presented the scroll, a miniature copy o f which was
given to Miss Vormelker who has guided the B I B since its establishment.
Mr. Eden hailed the Bureau as "one o f the nation's great sources o f economic
information" and noted its "pioneering activity, outstanding service and distinguished
contributions to business judgment."
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Commercial and Technical Library Service
in Cjreat Britain
AGNES0. HANSON
Business Znformafion Bureau, Cleveland Public Library, Cleveland, Ohio

T

HE FIRST COOPERATIVE CATALOG,
compiled sometime between 1250
and 1296, was the Registrum Librorum
Angliae. It comprised the monastic libraries in eight regions or Custodia:
London, Salisbury, Oxford, Cambridge,
Bristol, Worcester, York, Newcastle and
Scotland."

British libraries today have developed
cooperation into a national network of
Regional Library Systems based on the
National Central Library in London.
Since urgent requests by research libraries often cannot wait for this machinery to function, there are additional
arrangements, such as university libraries interloan, and direct contact with
other libraries. Britain is a small country, though d e n s e l y p o p u l a t e d , and
speed of post and transport seems to us
truly amazing. The integration of commercial, scientific and technical information s e r v i c e is a c h i e v e d mainly
through the following means.

the cost is beyond the means of smaller
firms. The Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research was set up by the
Government in 1916 to make smaller
firms research-minded also, and to get
industry to create research associations.
There are now some forty research associations, among them : British Ceramic
Research Association, British Coal Utilization Association, British Iron and
Steel Research Association, etc. They
are financed by member firms and by
DSIR. Ideas developed by the laboratories of the associations are available
to member firms at a comparatively
small annual subscription; patents are
the property of all members who may
use them without royalty frequently or
on specially low terms. Also distinctively British, but not associated with DSIR,
are the contributions of the learned societies and voluntary organizations.

DSIR operates on the idea of willingness of industry to help itself and has
no regulatory functions; its purpose is
The Science Museum Library
to support rather than to initiate, and
The Science Museum Library in Lon- it fills existing gaps. T o provide for redon, a great national library of pure search of a more general character comand applied science, holding all the mon to many different industries, DSIR
more important scientific and technical maintains fourteen research station labpublications, British and foreign, is fi- oratories of its own: Building, Chemnanced by the Government. I t has a ical, Fire, Food, Forest Products, Fuel,
reading room and lends widely to in- Geological Survey, H y d r a u l i c s , Medustrial firms and organizations. I t co- chanical Engineering, National Physical
operates with the national network, and Laboratory (performing research on
has a low-price photocopy service.
human factors in resistance to innovation, etc.), Pest Infestation, Radio, Roads,
Water Pollution. These research staDSlR and the Research Associations
Many large manufacturers maintain tions exist for the benefit of the comtheir own research departments, but munity as a whole, and each of them
has a library.
* NORRIS,
DOROTHY
M. History o f CafaloguDSIR maintains a technical informaing and Cataloguing Methods: 11 00-1850
tion service at three regional headquarLondon: Grafton, 1939, p. 30-34.
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ters : London, Edinburgh and Cardiff.
The Intelligence Division in London
coordinates records and keeps in close
touch with other Government departments, with universities, organizations
and individuals in many parts of the
world.
A three-hour Aslib Conference Tour
of the London DSIR Headquarters Library and Technical Information and
Documents Unit revealed an effective
use of visible indexes, punch-card records, and duplicating methods. The
Dewey classification is used here (and
almost universally in Britain). There is
an author, title and classed catalog.
Some libraries maintain a dictionary
catalog.

sixty periodicals for publicity, and to
about six hundred listed industrial firms.
Indexes and Abstracting Services

Agricultural Index, Aslib Book-List,
British National Bibliography, Engineering Index, Industrial Arts Index,
Subject Index to Periodicals, Technical
Book Review Index are commonly used
book lists and indexes.
In addition, Britain produces and
uses a wealth of abstracting services in
special fields similar to Chemical Abstracts which is widely appreciated
there. Abstract services index not only
journals, proceedings and transactions
of learned societies, but also books and
the reports of research associations.

A sampling of available abstracting
Loan service is available to firms and
there is an exchange scheme with libra- services includes British Cotton Indusries, universities, and with the United try Research Association : Summary of
States, etc. The service supplies only Current Literature; British Institute of
what a firm wants and needs; an index Management: Management Abstracts;
Commonwealth I n f o r m a t i o n Bureau:
card arranges subject interests against
firm by code. The unit maintains a de- Animal Breeds, etc.; H. M. Stationery
tailed index to information published Office: B u i l d i n g S c i e n c e Abstracts,
on individual chemicals. The complete Food Science Abstracts, Fuel Abstracts,
German documents (trade secrets) col- Road Abstracts, Water Pollution Ablection is similarly indexed and is a stracts; Ministry of Supplies: Index
valuable source of information for those Aeronauticus; S c i e n c e A b s t r a c t s : A.
in America also. Russian periodicals Physics and B. Electrical Engineering
(Institution of Electrical Engineers).
and books are abstracted as well as the
Internal abstracts are home-produced
publications of research associations and
by companies.
of DSIR, the latter for internal use in
lending publications designated as conAslib
fidential or nonconfidential.
Aslib (Association of Special LibraDifferent research associations have ries and Information Bureaux) has a
different policies. Some make reports special information service for its memavailable ultimately to nonmembers bers. It will either refer the inquiry to
for a fee. Summaries are prepared for: the person or organization that can sup(. 1.) unpublished (not easily available) ply the information required, or it will
reports; ( 2 ) sources of information obtain for the inquirer the wanted inlargely American, including a digest of formation. Aslib also arranges for interOffice of Technical Services Questions library loan service between its memand Answers; ( 3 ) H. M. Stationery Of- bers; lends to members from its own
fice publications, as needed. These sum- collection on special librarianship and
maries are distributed to approximately information work; offers a document
six hundred trade associations (there reproduction service; maintains an inare between two and three thousand dex to unpublished translations of scientrade associations in Britain), to some tific papers; maintains a panel of transSPECIAL LIBRARIES

lators qualified by subject and language
for reference to members (terms being
settled between member and translator) ;
maintains a panel of subject indexers
qualified by subject and by indexing
experience; maintains an employment
service (approximately three hundred
are registered); maintains a panel of
reviewers of scientific and technical
books for Brifish Book News, the monthly
guide to books published in the Commonwealth and Empire.

world-wide commercial directories, cable
codes, financial and trade papers, trade
surveys and statistics, etc.).

OF POLITICAL
THE BRITISHLIBRARY
ECONOMIC
SCIENCEof the London
School of Economics (University of
London) is probably the largest of its
kind in the world. I t contains some
350,000 volumes, nearly 11,000 serials,
numerous manuscripts and rarities, totaling in all, over 925,000 separate items.
Commercial and industrial firms may
make
inquiries direct for information,
Aslib issues free to member firms:
and
may
borrow books through the orAslib Information, the monthly bulletin
dinary
interlibrary
loan system. Photoof Aslib activities and current news
about information work; Aslib Proceed- stat service is supplied. Some thirteen
ings; Aslib Book-List, monthly recom- firms with large research departments
mendations by experts of scientific and hold fee permits for regular use of the
technical publications in the English library. Authors, journalists and relanguage; Journal of Documentation, search workers in the fields of comthe quarterly periodical on the tech- merce and industry use the library inniques of recording, organizing, and dis- tensively.
seminating specialized information.
Public libraries in London are borough libraries and maintain rather genIn addition, Aslib holds training courses
e r a l collections. THE COMMERCIAL,
and gives consultant service to memECONOMIC
AND TECHNICAL
LIBRARY
of
ber and nonmember firms and instituthe Westminster Central Reference Litions on anything from a simple probrary is a notable exception, with a
cess to establishing a complete inforwell-rounded collection strong in trade
mation department or specialized library.
directories and Government documents.
Aslib is able to offer these services
to its membership of approximately six- Commercial and Technical Libraries
teen hundred because its income is fairA number of the public libraries outly substantial and drawn from member- side of London are well known for their
ship subscriptions (on a sliding scale, special collections and services in comlarger firms contributing in substantial mercial and technical fields. Of parmultiples of SLA institutional member- ticular interest are some of the unique
ship dues), sales of publications, and holdings noted in Glasgow, Liverpool,
fees for certain services, and because Manchester, Sheffield and Birmingham,
H. M. Treasury, through DSIR, gives and described here.
Aslib an annual grant to encourage its
GLASGOW
work for industry. The Aslib HeadquarTHE MITCHELLLIBRARY,
founded in
ters staff numbers twenty-four persons.
1874 and containing over 600,000 volumes, is the largest public reference liLondon Libraries
brary in Scotland. Technical reference
Government libraries open to the service centers here; the district (branch)
public include: The British Standards libraries carry lending copies of comInstitution Library; H. M. Patent Office mercial and technical books. Service is
Library ( a superb collection in science unusually rapid due to the organization
and technology) ; The Science Museum of materials in the libraries, to teleLibrary; Guildhall Library (over 2,000 phone contact and to provision for daily
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interchange by two vans. All H. M. Stationery Office publications are available and photostat and microfilm service is provided.

THECOMMERCIAL
LIBRARY,founded
in 1916, is the oldest public commercial
library in Britain. I t is beautifully and
newly housed, together with the Stirling
Library (lending), in the redecorated
and refitted Royal Exchange, originally
the mansion of William Cunningham,
tobacco lord at the time of the American Revolution. The colorful marbles
were retained, as were the refinished
Jamaica mahogany furniture and shelving from the former library.

date; Irish Free State, 1925-date. Corresponding Patent Office journals and
indexes are on file. (Patent holdings in
other cities are excellent also but less
comprehensive than Glasgow's.)

The Scottish Industries Exhibition,
held in Glasgow in September, represented three hundred firms covering
more than one hundred industries. A
supplementary exhibition carried technical research exhibits, including Ideas
in Action, a graphic presentation prepared by DSIR and the Glasgow Productivity Council, which stressed needs
to be met through higher productivity.
The Anglo- American Productivity Council reports were on display for order.
The book stock is an especially wellbalanced and well-selected reference "Get New Ideas From -"placards
highlighted services available from unicollection of 6,500 books and 250 periodical titles. Subject coverage includes versities and technical colleges, trade
personnel and labor relations as well associations, research associations, conas titles usually found in the average sultants and libraries. Aslib and the
Glasgow City libraries cooperated. (Aslib
American business library.
also took part in an earlier Productivity
The world-wide trade directories col- Exhibition by British Productivity Counlection and cable codes are comprehen- cil and the Institution of Production
sive; thirty -five h u n d r e d firms are Engineers. )
represented by trade catalogs, fully catLIVERPOOL
aloged; maps and town plans number
THEPICTON
REFERENCELIBRARY
is
one thousand; foreign telephone directories are up to date for principal cities. often called the British Museum of the
North because of its architectural simiA selected general reference collec- larity, and because of the great wealth,
tion and a holiday guides and general rarity and number of its collections,
travel information service are main- among them the Hornby Art Library
tained. O v e r s e a s Economic Surveys,
and the Department of Local History
Board of Trade Hints, German trade
and Manuscripts. Holdings number one
secrets are on hand; the Exchange Telemillion reference books and pamphlets.
graph Company Daily Statistics service
A depository for British Government
(similar to that of Fitch, Moody, and
documents, it excludes unwanted items.
Standard and Poor) is much used; and
Microfilm and microprint cameras and
the Union List of Periodicals in Glasreaders are used extensively.
gow Libraries (on cards) is maintained
Over 130 British publishers send all
here. The librarian prepares a monthly
list of latest books and directories for books on approval in advance of publithe Glasgow Chamber of Commerce cation except those specified by the library. The books are completely cataJournal.
loged by publication date. Titles by
Included also is the Library of Pat- publishers not under this scheme are
ents (30,299 volumes): British, no. 1, checked separately. The library expects
1617-date; U. S. Plant Patents, no. 1, to have one copy of every publication.
1931-date and others, 1893-date; AusTHETECHNICAL
LIBRARY(reference
tralian, 1904-date; Canadian, 1879-date;
German, 1926-39; New Zealand, 1914- and circulating) is to be separately
32
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Commercial Library, Royal Exchange Square, Glasgow, Scotland

housed when the William Brown Building, destroyed by bombing in 1941
along with 200,000 volumes and the
stock records (replaced by intensive
checking), is rebuilt. T h e need for a
separate and major technical library for
coordination of technical information
services arose from the postwar City
Council plan for industrial expansion
in the Merseyside area.
The Technical Library provides two
special services :
( 1) Documents Bulletin. This is an annotated monthly list of books, pamphlets, periodicals and other items added
to the Technical Library; annual subscription, five shillings. Three hundred
and fifty periodical titles are indexed
regularly for it, seventy of them comprehensively, the remainder selectively.
Special subjects include: Oils and Fats;
Timber Technology; Shipping; Food
Technology.
( 2 ) Postal Borrowing Service.
At the discretion of the city librarian, books (reference and lending) and
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periodicals may be borrowed by post
by corporate bodies, providing the books
are required for commercial, educational, or industrial purposes. An annual
subscription fee, about three dollars,
makes it possible to borrow one book at
a time; additional subscriptions may be
taken out if required. The Technical
Library makes contacts and thereby
creates demand. Liverpool has all "derestricted" atomic reports and a complete selection of German wartime reports.

THE COMMERCIAL
LIBRARY,Derby
House, Exchange Buildings, first opened
in 1917, is within a quarter of a mile
radius of shipping firms, banks, Exchanges, trade associations, insurance
companies, consulates, etc. Liverpool is
the natural gateway for overseas supplies for the massed populations of
more than twenty million in the industrial North and Midlands of Britain,
and it is the main point of shipment
for vast quantities of goods manufactured in that area. These facts estab-

lish the scope of the Commercial Library, strong in statistical and economic
information, not only for Britain but
for the world, and in books and periodicals covering banking, accountancy,
investments, insurance, shipping and law.
Special indexes on cards compiled by
the Commercial Library include: Trade
Names; Trade Catalogs; Commercial
Law Cases; Associations and Institutions; Cable Addresses (other than those
found in the usual directories of cable
addresses); Maps (wherever found in
the collection); Geographical Names
(supplementing the general gazetteers);
Commodities; Trade Directories Contents. As of January 1955, with the addition of lending materials and stock
from Picton Hall, the library is known
now as the COMMERCIAL
AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
REFERENCEAND LENDING LIBRARY.
The University of Liverpool has compiled a Union List of Periodicals currently received in the university libraries, City of Liverpool Central and Commercial Libraries, Liverpool Medical
Institute, and Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine.

400 periodicals, timetables, cable codes,
etc.; maps from the Ordnance Survey,
the Geographical Section, General Staff
(British), U. S. Army Map Service,
etc.; a combined clipping and pamphlet
file; a supplementary index on cards to
special information in unindexed periodicals, etc. Reference books on commercial practice, accounting, marketing,
personnel management, economics of
production, etc., are stocked. Close touch
is maintained with other information
agencies in the city.
In a Central Library Census of Library Users taken March 30, 1954, 692
of the users of the Commercial Library
on this date listed 156 occupational
titles.
The collection of British business histories numbers more than five hundred.
The railroad history collection is particularly strong. Other special collections in the reference library include:
Government publications (every HMso
and UN publication is purchased); Cooperation; Library of the Manchester
Statistical Society; Library of the Manchester Astronomical Society; Shorthand Collection; Library of the Institute of Cost and Works Accountants;
the Thomas Greenwood Library for
Librarians, which can be drawn upon
by the entire country. I t is the headquarters of the Northwestern Regional
Library System (Lancashire, Cheshire,
and the Isle of Man).

MANCHESTER
Manchester's textile industry dates
back to the sixteenth century a t least.
Spinning, weaving and finishing are
carried on throughout the surrounding
areas of Lancashire, Derbyshire and
Cheshire. Manchester does the marketing and distribution. Engineering emTHETECHNICAL
LIBRARY
has a refploys more people than any other inerence
collection
of
60,000
books,
about
dustry in the area which is the center
also of wallpaper manufacturing and 450 current periodicals, house organs,
of heavy electrical industry, supported some 10,000 trade catalog items, a
by lighter types of equipment, chemical clipping file arranged by subjects, inproducts and waterproof goods. T h e dexes to abbreviations and unusual inManchester Ship Canal and Port is the formation, five million individual patfourth largest port in value of goods, ent specifications. Circulating books are
and one may now ship directly from stocked in the Central Lending Library
and the branches.
Trafford Park to Michigan.
THECENTRAL
LIBRARY
COMMERCIAL Two complete sets of BIOS,CIOS,FIAT,
LIBRARYAND INFORMATION DEPART- and JIOA Reports (German trade seMENT was organized in 1919. It con- crets) are in the Technical Library
tains some 1,200 trade directories, some which subscribes also to each publicaSPECIAL LIBRARIES

tion of DSIR and to over sixty abstracting services.
Relations with special libraries of
local firms and research associations are
close, and special loans of books and
periodicals are made. Talks to technical
and scientific societies are given. Photocopy service is provided. Manchester
has the Science Museum periodical list
for photocopy requests and direct borrowing relations have been established.
A Union List of Periodicals Currently Received by Libraries in the Northwest, 1952, was compiled by the librarians of the Technical Library and the
College of Technology for borrowing
purposes. A survey by Manchester Joint
Research Council, on the use firms
make of the printed word in keeping up
with advances of science, found over
forty per cent of the firms had some
sort of library of their own, and twentyfive per cent of the firms admitted using
the Technical Library.

SHEFFZELD
Sheffield, known as a steel producing
center, is situated in five wooded river
valleys, that of the Don concentrating
the great steel works-alloy and special
steels. Although her annual output is
roughly one million tons to sixteen million (currently nineteen million) in
Britain, the value of that million tons
is equal to all the rest. Sheffield cutlery,
hand tools and silverware are based on
traditional craftsmen skills. Research
departments of the great steel firms,
several research associations, government bodies and other groups have
laboratories here, covering metallurgy,
coal mining, fuel, glass and medicine.
These organizations receive help from
the research activities in applied science a t the University of Sheffield, and
from the SCIENCEAND COMMERCE
LIBRARY OF THE CITY LIBRARIES
which,
besides being a research library for local
industries, acts as a clearing house for
scientific and technical research material and information. Mr. J. P. Lamb,
city librarian, has pioneered in indus-
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trial-public library interchange and has
carried it to a point unknown elsewhere
in Britain, and possibly in the United
States.
Started in 1932, the Organization for
the Interchange of Technical Publications in Sheffield and District now numbers forty member libraries. Mernbership is limited to establishments with
a minimum of fifty books and ten periodicals. Each librarian is a specialist
in the literature of his field and works
with people who are experts in the field
though not necessarily in its literature.
The service has therefore developed
beyond books and publications in providing also technical information.

THE SCIENCEAND COMMERCELIadministers service and there is
no charge at all for it. The forty libraries in the area have agreed to let the
library have books and periodicals, and
they, in turn, borrow from the central
library's reference service. No member
is expected to lend current periodicals
or directories, or other quick reference
books in constant use. A small union
catalog of special books-outside
the
normal range of the participating member-and
a complete union catalog of
periodicals, is kept at the central library. Member libraries contact the central
library which either provides the material or gives them the name of the
member library to borrow direct. The
borrowing library then sends a messenger for it. There is a common type of
issue slip which, for statistical purposes,
comes to the central library which receives also from member libraries new
holdings for the month and any changes
which have taken place.
BRARY

The Science and Commerce Library
maintains a selected reference collection of 36,000 volumes which may be
borrowed under this scheme, and it assists librarians in lending departments
of City Libraries in the selection of
materials in these fields. Holdings include all British and American patents;
other patents can be obtained from

British libraries elsewhere. Abstracts
and indexes to scientific and technical
publications of the world are available.
Its own collection of 450 technical and
commercial periodicals is augmented to
2,000 under the interchange scheme.
The Science and Commerce Library
also maintains an index to translations
and a duplicate of translations, if possible, made by member libraries and
available for loan within the Organization. There is an annual meeting of the
Organization, which is a policy meeting.*

Sheffield is the national loan deposit
center. Sheffield's is also the only public
loan collection in the British Isles of
nonsecret reports of the British Atomic
Energy Research Establishment and
of Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd. I t
enjoys the privilege of contacting the
Science Museum, London, direct for
periodical loans and photocopying service.

Another established scheme, now in
its twentieth year, is a two-session introduction to, and practice in use of,
indexes and reference tools in the SciI t should be noted that books, peri- ence and Commerce Library, given to
odicals and translations are available the students in the Department of Comto others not in the scheme, for refer- merce and Management, College of
ence use in the central library which Commerce and Technology, by the head
serves therefore as special library to of the Science and Commerce Library.
those small firms having no libraries Examination papers are individual.
of their own. Another service provided,
from time to time, is stencilled ReThe Library's Department of Local
search Bibliographies, a late popular History and Archives is approved by
one being No. 61, Bibliography on Shell the Master of Rolls as a repository for
Moulding b y the Croning (or 'C') Pro- manorial records, and the large number
cess. Photostat service is available.
of historical documents, maps, surveyors'
charts, etc., includes approximately
The Science and Commerce Library
500,000
manuscripts. The nationally fais also a deposit and information center
for the Organisation of European Eco- mous W e n t w o r t h - W o o d h o u s e Muninomic Co-operation exchange publica- ments are on loan deposit.
tions on pure and applied science and
economics. Four copies are received by
DSIR in London, of which one goes to
Glasgow, one to Sheffield, one to H. M.
Patent Office, and one stays with DSIR.

The Central Library building, opened
in 1934, is an example of the smoothly
functioning unit that can result from
close collaboration in planning between
librarian and architect. Unique furniSheffield also receives the American ture and equipment designed to meet
PB reports sent as separates and DSIR real library needs has long been a Shefhas an arrangement with the U. S. Of- field feature and many of these ideas
fice of Technical Services to borrow have been adopted in manufacture of
any reports, PB or otherwise. In 1952 standard library equipment.
the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
agreed to send two copies of its declassiBIRMINGHAM
fied and unclassified reports to Britain.
Birmingham
has a wide range of diThe Science Museum, London, and the
Sheffield Library were designated to versified industries and interests. It is
known as a center for nonferrous metal
receive them.
production. I t is also the seat of costume jewelry manufacture, much of
* For a full account of the interchange which is spread over numerous small
scheme see LAMB,J. P. The Interchange of
Technical Publications in Sheffield. Aslib Pro- shops. The British Bureau of Nonferrous Metal Statistics Bulletin is pubceedings, 2:41-48,February 1950.
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Journal. They lecture in the Birmingham Annual Summer School of Librarianship. Students from Aston Commercial School come weekly with their
instructor to the Commercial Library
for practice in use of commercial maTHEGENERALREFERENCELIBRARYterials.
contains over 600,000 books, pamphlets,
manuscripts and maps, and the Lending
THECOMMERCIAL
AND PATENTS
LILibrary, in the same building, is also BRARY, separately housed, has a book
well equipped. The Illustrations Col- stock of some 10,000 volumes exclusive
lection of 170,000 mounted pictures, of periodicals and patents, with special
and the Lantern Slides Collection of strength in economics and in business
53,000 slides, are available for loan.
and industrial practices, both British
and
American. Card indexes here inThe West Midlands Regional Libraclude
an information file listing transry System has its headquarters here.
lators
in
the Birmingham area or elseThe Shakespeare Memorial Library,
where,
noting
languages and type of
founded 1864, includes 35,000 items by
translations,
whether
commercial, techor about William Shakespeare, in sixtynical,
or
general.
Also
indexed are
four languages and is the largest of its
changes
in
place
names;
the
chairmen
kind in the country. The number of
of
Government
reports;
trade
names,
foreign t r a n s l a t i o n s is u n e q u a l l e d
listed
alphabetically
and
giving
owner,
throughout the world.
taken from weekly issues of Trade
The General Reference Library is a Marks Tournal.
depository for publications of UNESCO
Patent applications noted in the weekand UN. The Daily List of Government
ly,
Official Journal (Patents), are rePublications is checked upon receipt,
corded
to show subsequent actions.
and the publications collected the folWhen
the
Patent Office has completed
lowing d a y f r o m t h e B i r m i n g h a m
Branch of H. M. Stationery Office. search and assigns the final number, it
(Other branches are located in Belfast, is added to the record, as is the date
Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, and Man- when the patent arrives. A similar recchester.) Over 1,250 periodicals and ord is kept for design applications. So
transactions of societies are taken here, far as is known, this is the only public
as well as seven hundred in the Tech- library offering such service.
nical Library, and five hundred in the
Commercial and Patents Library.
Impressions

lished here, as is The British Jeweller.
Since it is the main library center in the
Midlands, a comprehensive collection
is stocked, including an especially large
number of American titles.

The Technical Library receives a large
number of research inquiries in person,
by telephone, and by post, and has developed a comprehensive index to findings by subject. Cuttings, pamphlets,
articles from periodicals, and bibliographies are arranged by Dewey classification in vertical files. Photocopy service
is provided.
The technical librarian and the commercial librarian collaborate in reviewing books "For the Industrialist's Bookshelf," a regular feature in the monthly,
Birmingham Chamber of Commerce
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Integration of materials is close but
individuality and specialization survive,
in keeping with the nature of the clientele. Industrial information exhibits in
cooperation with DSIR are distinguished
for variety in concept and literature.
Library budgets show a far larger
percentage devoted to books and allied materials than is customary in the
United States, and overhead expenses
are kept to a minimum. Provision is
made, however, for excellent library
publications, many of them involving
much bibliographical work. Visible in-

dexes and duplicating machinery are in
common use.

products the best advertisement. Because of the vital and increasingly competitive export trade, a new marketing
literature is being developed.

Salaries for comparable jobs in the better-paying libraries, allowing for lower
living costs, are not unlike those in the
In the commercial, scientific, and
United States. The work accomplished technical fields, there is a fruitful exby these libraries is made possible change of helpful ideas and practice.
through a remarkable spirit of work There are advantages for the American
and service characteristic of the staffs because of the favorable monetary exeverywhere. Juniors entering the libra- change, and because British publicary, usually with a university entrance tions are less expensive, due partly to
qualification about the equivalent of wartime economies that have been caran American junior college education, ried forward, and partly to the more
have a professional attitude. University specific and economical use of words in
graduates are becoming more common. Great Britain. There it is customary to
The Library Association has prepared get to the gist of the matter without
a series of examinations-Elementary,
laboring the explanation. American textIntermediate, and Finals-for
qualify- books, especially, need to be chosen
ing library staff members.
with discrimination-difficult
when not
available
for
examination.
There are now ten library schools in
Britain, all but that of the University of
The British like American trade diLondon (which requires a university
rectories
but find them very expensive,
degree for entrance) having been established since 1945. In Liverpool and in particularly w h e n o r d e r e d t h r o u g h
Manchester, where two of the library agents. American trade periodicals are
schools are sited, the commercial libra- much in demand but extra tariff fees
rian of the public library teaches the on foreign subscription prices curtail
the number purchased.
course in service to readers.
The remarkable economic recovery
Although there is generally a limit
set on number of books drawn at a in Britain that has taken place in two
time, the annual circulation per borrow- and a half years, particularly in the
er is at least twice that of our better past year, is extremely impressive. There
libraries, and it is generally "quality" is a strong spirit of progress in every
field including libraries.
reading.
The intensity of reference and research use of the technical libraries is
similar to ours.

For an authoritative work by an
original thinker and a practical librarian of achievement, Commercial and
In commercial libraries the largest Technical Libraries, by J. P. Lamb,
demand is for trade directories, and for Sheffield city librarian (published by
commercial, financial, and trade peri- Allen and Unwin, 1954), should be
odicals. There are many requests for consulted. The volume covers British
general principles, licable codes, trade names, business law, practice-history,
shipping, patent, and financial infor- brary staffs, library plans and furniture,
mation on a world-wide basis. Upwards book stock, patents and trade mark adof forty per cent of British production ministration, external activities, future
is for export, as compared with ten per trends, etc. The author suggests ways
cent in the United States. Businessmen and means to achieve a desirable liseldom go into research involving a brary-and-industry relationship as an
great many sources. For domestic con- essential to the efficient functioning of
sumption, firms find the quality of their both.
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A New Library Study Carrel
Librarians and Mdnufdcturers Collaborate
SAULHERNER
Technical Information Consultant, Atlantic Research Corporation,
Alexandria, Virginia

0

NE WAY TO INSURE practical ad-

vances in library equipment and
furniture is for librarians to participate
more actively than they have in the
initial phases of designing and dimensioning. Cooperation between equipment
designers and librarians permits utilization of current developments in structural design, but at the same time assures that the design will be applied
directly to the functional requirements
of the library.
Original Design

Libraries Association. It provoked considerable interest as a means of solving
the ever-present problem of supplying
study areas and for utilizing profitably
some of the less desirable portions of
the library floor area.
The original carrel was constructed
of half-inch plywood throughout. It was
five and one-half feet high, two and
one-half feet deep, and three feet wide
It had a reading and writing surface
thirty inches from the floor and a threefoot by nine-inch book shelf one foot
above the reading and writing surface.
There was a fluorescent fixture under
the book shelf arranged so that direct
light was shielded from the user's eyes
by means of a cross board. The walls
surrounding the reading and writing
surface inside the carrel were insulated
with acoustic tile to minimize distracting noises. Aside from the acoustic tile
surfaces in the interior of the carrel,
which were left unpainted, the entire
structure was finished in gray to match
standard library shelving.

The study carrel illustrated is an
example of the mutual profit that can
be derived from cooperation between
working librarians and furniture designers and manufacturers. The carrel was
originally designed in 1951 by a group
of special librarians to meet the requirements of an existing library situation. The original carrel was built to
the librarians' specifications by carpenters in their own organization. The required specifications were that the carrel be free-standing, that it have adequate sidewalls to afford good reader
privacy, that it have its own source of
Availability
light, that it be readily movable, and
The carrel illustrated, which is now
that it be compact. A total of four carbeing produced commercially,* incorrels was built with these specifications.
porates the original design and imSituated in their appointed place in proves upon it in various ways. The
the library, the carrels served admir- improvements are based upon "field
ably the requirements for reading priv- trials" of the original carrel in a busy
acy, attractiveness, and minimum space research library over a three-year peconsumption. One of the carrels was riod. They also incorporate suggestions
exhibited and discussed at a session on
new ideas in special libraries a t the
* T h e D & P Library Study Carrel, manuLibrary of Congress, sponsored by the factured by Design and Production, Inc.,
Washington, D. C. Chapter of Special Alexandria, Virginia.
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of light, meeting the standard of the
Illuminating Engineering Society for
lighting requirements for close reading
in libraries. The interior design improves upon the original unit by slanting the writing surface slightly to make
reaching easier and to increase visibility. Both the book shelf and writing
surface are finished in linoleum to minimize wear. The colors of this linoleum
are selected for optimum contrast with
book print.

D & P Library Study Carrel

made by over a hundred special librarians who inspected a tentative model
of the carrel which was exhibited a t
the 1954 SLA Convention in Cincinnati.

The changes between the original
and subsequent models of the carrel
demonstrate the evolution of a piece of
furniture designed to meet a specific
library need. It is interesting to note
that the final version of the carrel conforms closely to the original model,
which was designed exclusively by librarians. Very often, designers and
manufacturers, anxious to cut production costs, sacrifice the genuine needs of
libraries and force librarians to settle
for furniture and equipment which are
not ideally suited to the purpose for
which they are to be used. However, as
in the present instance, it is possible to
reconcile library needs with manufacturing economies and to obtain a product
that is both practical and economical.
But this can be obtained only through
close c o o p e r a t i o n b e t w e e n designer,
manufacturer, and librarian.

As finally evolved, the commerciallyproduced carrel is five and one-half feet
high, two feet deep, and four feet wide.
The extra foot in width over the original three feet permits two people to
occupy the carrel at the same time. The
field tests on the original indicated that
such a feature was desirable. The outer
Librarians, as the overseers of large
walls of the carrel are seamless stressed- expenditures for library equipment, owe
skin panels, which are rigid and have it to themselves and to their libraries
fairly good sound-absorbing qualities. to see that they have an active voice in
The design of the carrel emphasizes the the design and development of the
clean, dynamic lines which are rapidly equipment they purchase.
winning favor in busy, productive special libraries. The carrel is finished in
colors which harmonize with those of
SL REPRINTS AVAILABLE
standard library shelving, and which
Reprints of two papers published in SPECIAL
furnish a comfortable background for
LIBRARIES,
November 1954, are available from
reading. The finish is washable.
As in the case of the original carrel,
the interior of the commercial model
includes a book shelf with an indirect
fluorescent fixture underneath. This fixture gives off an even 50 foot-candles

SLA Headquarters on request. They are "Administrative Policies for the Special Library,'!
by Earl C. Graham, librarian, National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, and
"Service Available from Large Libraries," by
Esther M. Schlundt, head, Readers Division,
Purdue University Libraries.
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Have you heard

.. .

CNLA Meeting

Kentucky Microcards

At the meeting of the Council of National
Library Associations held November 28, 1954,
the subject of Joint Committees under sponsorship was clarified. There are now five
Joint Committees, namely, those on Library
Education, Relationship between U. S. Libraries 2nd Federal Government, Protection of
Cultural and Scientific Resources, ASA Library Work and Documentation, and ASA
Photographic Reproduction of Documents.
The present status of these committees was
given and brief reports on future plans were
given by the Chairman.
Alice Ball reported on the work of the
U. S. Book Exchange under FOA Grant. The
active interest among libraries seems to deend somewhat on the interest of the local
chief. At present the USBE membership includes approximately 500 libraries in
the United States and about 350 libraries
elsewhere.
Dr. Sanford V. Larkey spoke of the International Congress on Documentation to be
held under the auspices of IFLA in Brussels
next September. Some of the topics for discussion will be: International Interlibrary
Loans, International Bibliographies, and Training for Librarians.
A proposal for an American Library Annual
was put before the Council. There has been
no revision of the Annual since 1918 and it
was felt that such a publication would be of
value. The Annual would contain the library
organizations making up CNLA, statistical
summaries, trends in book prices, binding
costs, building costs, list of library periodicals,
library directories, and library schools and
literary prizes and awards. The publishers
would plan to issue the volume in October
1955. Any plans a t present are entirely preliminary. The Council believed such a publication would be useful and will act as sponsor.
BETTYJOY COLE
SLA Representative

The University of Kentucky will initiate
its microcard publishing program with a subseries on Modern Language Studies, edited by
Lawrence S. Thompson, director of University
of Kentucky libraries.
Other subseries are
planned in social studies and the natural
sciences.
The low cost of microcards makes it feasible
to publish highly specialized studies ordinarily
not published because of high printing costs.
The average book may be reproduczd on
five or six three-by-five-inch cards since 64
pages may be reproduced on a single card.
Cards will be available a t 25 cents each, on
subscription.
To nonsubscribers, the price
will be 35 cents a card.

FOA

Free Sample Copy
"What's New in Advertising and Marketing" published ten times a year by the Advertising Division, lists free and inexpensive
publications important to those working in
business research. Now in its tenth year, this
publication's subscription rate is $3.50 to
SLA members. Margaret Lynch, librarian of
Kudner Agency, Inc., 575 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y., will be glad to send a
sample copy upon request.
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Contents in Advance
Contents in Advance, a new publication,
will reproduce each month the tables of contents from some two hundred domestic and
foreign journals in the fields of library science
and documentation. Contents in Advance is
designed to promote and broaden the use of
library literature by furnishing a simple means
of keeping abreast of the current contents of
the major publications in the library and documentation fields both here and abroad.
In addition to contents lists, Contents in
Advance will also include a union list of the
major American libraries currently receiving
the journals from which the tables of contents
are reproduced. This feature will help to
make more readily available all of the journals covered in Contents in Advance.
The first issue of Contents in Advance is
scheduled to appear next month. The cost of
an annual subscription is six dollars.
Subscriptions and inquiries should be addressed to: Mr. Eugene Garfield, Documentation Consultant, 236 East Gun Hill Road,
New York 67, N. Y.

*

*

*

Publishers and Policies
A report of the panel discussion on "Publishers and Policies," a feature of the SLA
Convention Program in Cincinnati, was prepared by Mrs. Anne J. Richter and Mrs.
Marie S. Goff, and appeared in Library Journal, November 15, 1954.
Copies of the checklist for periodical publisher, based on standards compiled by the
SLA Publishing Division, are available from
SLA Headquarters on request. The checklist covers editorial content, format and indexing, and may be used by librarians to
advantage in alerting publishers where the
need exists.
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Report of the Nominating Committee
The Nominating Committee presents to the Executive Board the following
candidates for office, all of whom have accepted the nomination:
President

CHESTER M. LEWIS
The New York Times
New York 36, New York
First Vice-president and President-Elect

MRS. MARGARET H. FULLER
American Iron and Steel Institute
350 Fifth Avenue
New York 1, New York

KATHARINE L. KINDER
Johns-Manville Research Center
Manville, New Jersey

Second Vice-president

ERNESTINE HAILE
Millard Fillmore Hospital
875 Lafayette Avenue
Buffalo 9, New York

MARY JANE MACDONALD
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City
Kansas City 6, Missouri

ES.
Directors (1 955-1 958)
(Elect two candidates)
ELIZABETH B. FRY
PHOEBE F. HAYES
United States Steel Corporation
National Farmers Union
1417 California Street
525 William Penn Place
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania
Denver 2, Colorado

DR. JERROLD ORNE
United States Air Force
Air University Libraries
Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama

DONALD WASSON
Council on Foreign Relations, Inc.
58 East 68th Street
New York 21, New York

Respectfully submitted: LAURA MARQUIS, Chairman; ALMA C. MITCHILL,
BERTHA BASSAM, SHERRY TAYLOR, ROSE L. VORMELKER.
Continuing to serve on the Executive Board for 1955-1956 will be
D. LITTLE,Immediate Past-President; MARGARET
A. FIRTH,
SecreGRETCHEN
tary; BURTONW. ADKINSON,
Treasurer; EUGENEB. JACKSON;CLARAG.
MILLER;SARAM. PRICE;and ELSE L. SCHULZE,
Directors.
Further nominations may be made upon written petition of ten voting
members in good standing. Such petitions, accompanied by written acceptances
of the nominees, must be filed with the Executive Secretary of Special Libraries
Association at Association Headquarters not later than three months prior to
the Annual Meeting.
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A joint meeting o f SLA's Washington, D. C . Chapter and Military Librarians Group
was held on November 15, 1954 i n the Pentagon, the Army Library serving as host to
over three hundred members and their guests. Brigadier General W . C. Bullock, Chief o f
Psychological Warfare, Department o f the Army, was the principal speaker. A tour o f the
Army Library followed the meeting.
I n the photo, l e f t to right, are: Dr. Raymund L. Zwemer, chief, Science Division,
Library o f Congress and first vice-president o f the Washington ( S L A ) Chapter; Paul J.
Burnette, Director, T h e Army Library and chairman o f the National Military Librarians
Group, Social Science Division; Mrs. Elsa Freeman, librarian, Geography Library, U. S .
Department f o Interior and president o f the Washington Chapter; Brigadier General
W . C.Bullock; Robert W . Severance, deputy director, T h e Army Library and chairman
o f the Military Librarians Group, Washington Chapter; and John J. Clopine, librarian,
Naval Intelligence School, Department o f the Navy and vice-chairman o f the Military
Librarians Group, Washington Chapter.

New Reference Work

SLA Authors in Print

T h e Presidents Words, Volume 1, an index
o f the public statements made b y President
Eisenhower from June 1952-May 1954, has
been compiled b y S L A member Ralph J .
Shoemaker, librarian o f T h e Courier-Journal
and T h e Louisville Times. T h e 118-page
reference volume indicates t h e t i m e and place
President Eisenhower spoke on a number o f
given subjects. W i t h this information, an interested person can refer t o newspaper files
and other sources which publish presidential
speeches. T h e volume includes also many
k e y words, phrases, and quotations.

BAILEY, ROSALIE FELLOWS: Guide t o
genealogical and biographical sources for New
Y o r k City (Manhattan) 1783-1898. 1954 ed.
100p. Available at $4.50 a copy from the
author, 60 East 80th Street, New Y o r k 21,
New York.

Mr. Shoemaker is t h e recipient o f a letter
from President Eisenhower who wrote h i m
that h e "must confess t o a feeling o f great
compliment and some astonishment at the
time and care and effort that must have gone
into the preparation" o f t h e reference work.
Succeeding volumes o f T h e Presidents
Words will b e published every two years. T h e
volume published following an election year
will include an index t o the words o f an incumbent candidate who loses as well as an
index for t h e winning candidate.
T h e Presidents Words, Volume 1, is $3.00 a
copy and may be ordered from Ralph J.
Shoemaker, 4024 Gloucester Road, Louisville
7 , Kentucky.
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CRUM, NORMAN J.: Flying saucers and
book selection. Library Journal, vol. 79, no. 17,
October 1, 1954, p. 1719-1722.

*

*

*

KRULL, ALAN R., compiler: Transistors and
their applications. A Bibliography, 1948-1953.
Transactions o f the Institute o f Radio Engineers Professional Group on Electron Devices, vol. ED-1, no. 3, August 1954, p. 40-77.

*

*

*

OATFIELD,HAROLD and LOWE, DORIS J.:
Domestic sources o f foreign information on
trade, statistics, and scientific activities. Advances i n Chemistry Series, no. 10, 1954, p.
455-476.

*

*

*

PEARCE, C. A.: T h e Library o f the Transportation Association o f America. Illinois Libraries, vol. 36, no. 9, November 1954, p.325327.

*

*

*

SASS, SAMUEL: HOW special is t h e industrial library? Wilson Library Bulletin, vol. 29,
no. 4, December 1954, p. 306-308.

§LA CONVENTION
The Michigan Chapter extends greetings to all SLA members and
invites them all to attend the 46th Annual Convention of Special Libraries
Association, to be held June 12-1 7, 1955, at the Statler Hotel in Detroit,
Michigan.
We will do our best to make it an interesting and informative meeting
for all of you.
Sincerely,

FLORENCE
ARMSTRONG
Convention Chairman

SLA Convention Program
Sunday, June 12

All Day
Monday, June 13
9 :00-10 :00 A.M.
10 :00-12 :00 A.M.

2 :00- 5 :00 P.M.

Executive Board Meeting
Official Opening of Convention
Automation (General aspects)
Automation as applied to Libraries
Sponsored by the Business Division

Tuesday, June 14

6:30- 7 :30 P.M.
7:30P.M.
Wednesday, June 15
9 :00-12 :00 A.M.
7 :00P.M.
Thursday, June 16
9 :00- 12 :00 A.M.

2 :00- 5 :00 P.M.

Dinner for Executive Board and Advisory Council
Meeting of Executive Board and Advisory Council
Open to all members
Field Trips
Banquet
Annual Business Meeting
General Meeting

Friday, June 17

All Day
All Day

Executive Board Meeting
Toledo, Ohio, Field Trip

for further information and news about the
Read SPECIALLIBRARIES
46th Annual SLA Convention.
The Preliminary Convention Program will appear in the April issue of

SPECIAL
LIBRARIES.
Convention Registration Fee: $6.00.
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EDITOR'S PROCEDURE MANUAL

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

.

Leonard J. Macmillan, editor of the
Boston Chapter News Bulletin, discusses the need for an Editor's Procedure Manual in an article appearing
in the November 1954 issue. H e states:
Last May at the Cincinnati Convention, your Chapter President, Mr. Lovett,
and I attended the Bulletin Editors Breakfast Round Table. We have now received
the minutes of that meeting and they
are most interesting reading.

'

. . the

basic list of books and periodicals
for a pharmaceutical library (Lowe, Doris J.,
SPECIALLIBRARIES,February 1954) . . . has
been of real value to us in our Technical
Service Department here in Rahway. Since
receiving this list I have had several opportunities to bring it to the attention of certain
of our customers . . . we would like to have
two additional copies of this list for other
members of our staff . . .
M. A. NUNN
Merck & Co., Inc.
Rahway, New Jersey

*

*

*

We are interested to note the compilation
of "A Selected List of Books for the Pharmaceutical Industrv."
- . bv
- Doris -1. Lowe which
appeared in the February (1954) issue of
F~~ example, R~~~~~~~
R. ~
~
~
~
~
~
SPECIALLIBRARIES.
I t would be helpful if we
of the New York
News could have a supply of the reprints of this
reports on the ~ r o b l e m sshe faced as an article for use in answering questions which
editor with no previous experience in come to the Association.
GLORIANIEMEYER,Assistant Director
any editorial capacity . . .
Division of Hospital Pharmacy
American Pharmaceutical Association
Washington, D. C.
However, the New York Chapter has

an Editor's Procedure Manual which Miss
Demarest found an invaluable aid. This
manual lists the duties of the advertising
manager, duties of associate editors,
procedure for assembling copy and various other steps i n preparing a bulletin
for distribution . . . This is something
of a guide that all editors could use
with profit.
your editor also stepped in this
job "cold," to use the vernacular, he can
very well appreciate Miss Demarest's
dependence upon such a manual. In
fact, were it not for mr. L~~~~~~~ invaluable advice, we doubt very much if we
could ever have produced our first bulletin . . . We feel that an urqent
need
exists for a procedure manual for editors
in this Chapter'
we suggest
that such a manual be drawn up, patterned where possible and necessary on
that of the New York ChaDter, 'four

editor will be glad to cut a stknci~to be
used in the preparation of such a manual.
We feel that with this manual then in
hand, your future editors can avoid the
pitfalls into which your present editor
stumbled . . .

JANUARY, 1955

*

*

*

We are very happy t o see that you have
listed our "Outline of Executive Development" compiled by Lee Stockford. I t is zlways a pleasure to have our publications listed
by your Association.
ROBERTD. GRAY,D i r e c t x
Industrial Relations Section
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, Calilornia

*

*

*

Thank you very much for forwarding the
release entitled Bulletin Editors' Round Table
May 18, 1954 containing articles, reports and
notes and quotes on SLA Chapter, Division
and Library Bulletins. This joined with the
minutes of the Editor's Breakfast and Roun2
Table June 23, 1953 will form a splendid
background for editorial work.
MORRISONC. HAVILAND,
Librarian
Wabash College Library
Crawfordsville, Indiana

*

*

T o an old translation man your editor's note
on page 376 of the November (1954) issue of
~ P E C I A L LIBRARIESstood out like a bowler's
sore thumb. I want you t o know how much
the Translation Committee appreciates such
thOughtfulness.
C. M. WOLFENBERGER,
Chairman
SLA Translations Committee

...

*

*

*

the feature articles in your magazine
are very helpful to professional librarians in
special libraries . .
FELICISIMOL. BAUTISTA
Manila, Philippines

.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Positions open and wanted - 50 cents per line;
minimum charge $1.50. Copy must be received
b y 5th of month preceding month of publication.
dddress Executive Secretary, Special Libraries
Association, 31 E. 10 St., New York 3. N . Y .

POSITIONS WANTED
LIBRARIAN, degree, seeks part time position
offering opportunity to use wide experience a t
professional level. NYC only. E L 5-3984 or
A14
TECHNICAL librarian, man-BS
Chemistry;
BS in LS; diversified experience - industry,
college, government. A7
TRANSLATING, abstracting chemical, medical, engineering literature from German,
French. Reference upon request. R. V. Judson,
Wayne Rd., Wayne, Illinois.
YOUNG woman, thirteen years of general library experience, desires position in reference
department of advertising or publishing firm.
Northwest or Midwest preferred. A l l

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY for young woman under 40 to engage in reference work for
the World Book Encyclopedia Reference Library. Library Science degree required; experience in reference work or cataloging. Among
important qualifications are initiative, resourcefulness, ability to organize, talent for working
with people, willingness to assume responsibility, interest in administrative work. Professionally-trained congenial staff. Five-day
week; business hours. Excellent opportunity
for right person. State salary requirements.
Write: Marguerite Giezentanner, Field Enterprises, Inc., Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago
54, Illinois.

1

ASSISTANT TECHNICAL LIBRARIAN
Woman with B.S. in Chemistry for abstracting, technical searches, reference work and
miscellaneous duties in new petroleum research library. Technical library experience
desirable but not essential.
Director of Personnel

Universal Oil Products Company
30 Algonquin Road

Des Plaines, Illinois
-

-

POSlTlONS OPEN
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN. Excellent opportunity in technical library for assistant with
degree in chemistry or physics and ability to
translate scientific German. Write full details
to General Personnel Department, Armstrong
Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa.
LIBRARIAN. Science and technology background. Salary $3720. 38 hour, 5 day week. 1
month vacation. Apply to Personnel Director,
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh 13,
Pa.
MEDICAL LIBRARIAN with extensive experience in cataloging and indexing. Degree in
library science desirable. Must have ability for
independent handling of projects. Will have
responsibility for compiling joint catalog and
publishing index in Chicago office. Salary open.
A12
REFERENCE ASSISTANT for busy technology-business department of public library.
Excellent collection. Beginning salary $3720
plus $200 cost-of-living bonus. Library degree
required. 1-2 years experience preferred. Pension, sick leave, 4 week vacation. Civil service.
Immediate appointment without examination.
Apply Bridgeport Public Library, 925 Broad
Street, Bridgeport 4, Conn.

Unusual opportunity to direct a competent library staff in the development
of technical libraries and to provide progressive library services for varied scientific research programs in atomic energy
a t the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
This position requires a t least a master's
degree in library science with an exceptional knowledge of technical library
methods and p r o c e d u r e s . C a n d i d a t e s
should have five or more years experience in responsible technical library
work. Attractive salary commensurate
with ex~erience and qualifications of
applicant. Excellent employee benefit
plans.
Send complete resume of education and
experience to :

Technical Personnel Office
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co.
a division of

Union Carbide and Carbon Corp.
Post Ofiice Box P

Oak Ridge, Tennessee
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The Executive Board and
Advisory Council
of
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
will meet in regular session

TIME TO RENEW
Your Membership in
Serials Round Table

MARCH 3-5, 1955
Jung Hotel
New Orleans, Louisiana

Make Your Plans Now to Attend
SLA

CONVENTION
Statler Hotel

Detroit, Michigan
JUNE 12-16, 1955

List of Periodicals Abstracted
by Chemical Abstracts
A guidebook to the world's periodic chemical literature, including Iron Curtain countries: gives full and abbreviated titles; frequency; 1951 vol. no.; no. vols. yr.; price;
name and address of publisher; where available, $3.00.
0

SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS DEPT., ACS
Washington 6, D. C.
1155 16th St., N.W.,

FOR

Special Library Service

KEEP serial slants

COMING
Keep abreast of serials developments by joining Serials Round
Table now, for the calendar
year 1955. Your subscription
to Serial Slants is included in
your dues. Dues to members of
ALA are $1.00 per year; subscriptions to Serial Slants may
he obtained by non-ALA members for $2.00 a year.

SUBSCRIPTIONS!
(over 20 Thousand Titles)

BACK NUMBERS!
(over 3 Million in Stock)

PUBLICATIONS!
(over 100 Rejerence Books)
TRY

F . W. FAXON CO., INC.
83-91 Francis Street

Boston IS, Mass.

Continuous Library Service Since 1886

SEND DUES TO:
Miss Bella Shachtman,
Sec'y-Treas.
ALA Serials Round Table
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Library
Washington 25, D.C.

Please Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisements
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NEW!
Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by
American Universities: 1953 -1954
by Arnold H. Trotier and Marian Harman

312 pp.

$8.00

This new 21st volume lists exactly 9000 dissertations. T h e many
tables show distribution of doctorates by subject and list the
colleges which abstract dissevtations.

Vertical File Index
Formerly Vertical File Service Catalog
Published monthly

- $5.00

Including Annual Cumulations

($6.00 foreign)

T h e Vertical File Index is a monthly publication with annual
cumulations, listing all printed pamphlets, booklets, leaflets, and
even mimeographed material. O n the auerage, 1 / 3 of the roughly
400 titles indexed in each monthly issue can be obtained FREE.
Indispensable for research in all fields.
ORDER NOW!

950 University Ave.

THE H. W. WILSON CO.

New York 52

THE BLETGHER -AllGHORS GONPflSI
Printers and Publishers

I
I

FIFTH FLOOR . . . REA BUILDING
704 SECOND AVENUE
P I T T S B U R G H 19, P E N N A .
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BOOKS IN PRINTYour own personal "private eye"
You don't have to be Sherlock Holmes to
get the facts on a certain book. Let
Books in Print do the job!

1. It not only tells you title, author,
publisher, but the current price
and whether the publisher still
has stock
2. It is not limited to the books of a
given year or period but covers
some 206,000 books in print.
whenever published, of 713 publishers.

3. It not only gives you the year oi
first publication (when given in
the publisher's catalog) but also

the year of the latest revision.
2016,000 entries, a million facts

Books in Print covers some 206,000
ALL pubbooks of 713 publishers-not
lishers. but so nearlj all as to answer the
overwhelming majority of the questions
you may bring to it. Each author entry
gives author. title. publisher, price, series.
whether illustrated. edition,binding. E:ach
title entry gives title. author, price, publisher. Biographies are entered under
biography. If the book you want is
available in setera1 editions from several
publishers ?ou will see them all listed
side b~ side!

Order on approval
If you haven't yet treated yourself to
a copy of Books in Print, try it this
pear! Order it on approval, try it out, see
if you don't find it one of the greatest
time-savers and most-used books in your
library. But we warn you, it is habitforming. Those who buy it once buy,
almost without exception, ea-h a n n ~ a l
edition.

Publishers' Trade List Annusl
You'll want to use the famous, twovolume Publishers' Trade List Annual (to which Books in Print is an
index) when you need a publisher's catalog - when ordering, when seeking a
complete list of the books in a series, to
check bindings. discounts. etc. It's probably the biggest $6 book extant -- 6009
pages, 17 lbs. Publishers simpl, send us
5.500 copies of each year's ne\v Trade
Order List revised to Jul), arid we bind
them along with an ad section giving the
lists of the smaller publishers.
The editions of the last seven >ears
have been sell-outs. Order !our copies
today !

Books in Print 1954
1700 pages, 8 x 10 cloth. $19.00 net.

Trade List Annual 1954
6000 pages, 7 x 10 cloth. $6.00 net.

R. R. BOWKER COMPANY, 62 W. 45 St. New York 36
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Introducing.. the All-New Gaylord Magazine Protectors

Imagine a magazine protector of smooth, satiny Vinyl
Plastic that is twice as thick and
five times tougher than those of
the old style. Gaylords' new Vinyl
Plastic magazine protectors offer
these outstanding advantages,
yet they are extremely flexible
and will not become brittle or
crack.
Edged in red Vinyl Plastic
binding with red metal corners
and a matching red center rod,
they reflect today's color trend.
Magazines get maximum display
and protection. Available in 17
sizes. In stock f o r immediate
shipment.

Prices start at only $1.10
for Readers' Digest size.

I N C.
@

LIBRARY SUPPLIES

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

STOCKTON, CALIF.
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